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ABSTRACT
Synchronization Behavior in Coupled Chemical Oscillators
Simbarashe Nkomo
Synchronization is a collective phenomenon emerging from the interactions of different dynamical
systems. Systems with different characteristics adjust their behavior to a common behavior of the
group. This collective behavior is observed in many biological, chemical, and physical systems.
Examples from different fields include pacemaker heart cells, synchronization of neurons during
epilepsy seizures, arrays of microwave oscillators, and robot manipulators. Studies of coupled os-
cillators have revealed different mechanisms by which discrete oscillators interact and organize to a
uniform synchronized state from an incoherent state. The discovery of a new type of synchroniza-
tion state, called the chimera state has further broadened the field of synchronization. A chimera
state is made up of coexisting subpopulations of oscillators, each with same coupling structure, but
with one exhibiting synchronous behavior and the other asynchronous behavior. The phenomena
has been the focus of much theoretical and experimental research in the past decade. In this thesis,
experimental and simulation studies of chimera states in populations of coupled chemical oscillators
will be described and their relation to other synchronization states will be characterized. Experi-
ments were carried out with the photosensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) chemical oscillators and
a light feedback scheme. The dimensionless two-variable Zhabotinsky-Buchholtz-Kiyatin-Epstein
(ZBKE) model of the BZ chemical system was used in simulations.
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A two-group coupling model, which splits the oscillators into two subpopulations, was used in
the first part of the study. The subpopulations are globally coupled, both within and between
the subpopulations. The coupling of every oscillator with members of the other subpopulation is
weaker than the coupling with members of its own subpopulation. In-phase, out-of-phase, and
phase-cluster synchronized states, as well as the chimera state, were found in both experiments
and simulations. The probability of finding a chimera state decreases with increasing intra-group
coupling strength. The study also revealed that heterogeneity in the frequencies of the oscillators
in the system decreases the lifetime of a chimera. This was evidenced by the collapse of the chimera
state to a synchronized state in both experiments and simulations with heterogeneous oscillators.
Synchronized and mixed-state behaviors are observed in populations of nonlocally coupled
chemical oscillators in a ring configuration. With nonlocal coupling, the nearest neighbors are
strongly coupled and the coupling strength decreases exponentially with distance. Experimental
studies show stable chimera states, phase cluster states and phase waves coexisting with unsy-
chronized groups of oscillators. These are spontaneously formed from quasi-random initial phase
distributions in the experiments and random initial phase distributions in simulations. Simula-
tions with homogeneous and heterogeneous oscillators revealed that a finite spread of frequencies
increases the probability of initiating a synchronized group, leading to chimera states. The effects
of group size and coupling strength on chimera states, phase waves, phase clusters, and traveling
waves are discussed. Complex behaviors in coexisting states were analyzed, consisting of periodic
phase slips with identical oscillators and periodic switching with nonidentical oscillators. Fourier
transform analysis was used to distinguish between states exhibiting high periodicity and chimera
states, which show similar average behavior.
ii
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Chapter 1
Synchronization
Synchronization was first reported in 1665 by the Dutch physicist Christian Huygens [1]. He
observed two pendula that were initially swinging at different frequencies adjust to a common
frequency [1, 2]. Synchronization occurs when different dynamical systems interact and adjust
to a common behavior [2]. The phenomenon has been observed in nature in systems such as
heart cells [3], insulin secreting cells of the pancreas [4, 5] and the synchronous firing of neurons
during communication processes in the brain [2, 6, 7]. Groups of flashing fire flies and crickets
have been observed to flash [8, 9] and chirp [10], respectively, in synchrony [2, 7]. The concept of
synchronization has been applied to other fields, such as engineering arrays of power generators
[11] and robot manipulators [12] to enhance performance or increase power output [2, 7]. In
many biological systems, synchronization is the key to maintaining the rhythm of a system, as in
mammalian intestines, rhythmic heart beating, and timely hormonal release in the body [2, 7].
Theoretical and experimental studies of populations of coupled oscillators have aided our un-
derstanding of synchronization phenomena. Most studies have used populations of identical os-
cillators, which have the same frequency but may have a distribution of phases. Heterogeneous
(nonidentical) oscillators have distributions in both their phases and frequencies. The form of the
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distribution of frequencies affects the onset of synchronization. Other factors such as population
density [13], magnitude and nature of interactions [14] have been shown to affect the onset of
synchronized behavior.
1.1 Background
Mathematical studies of synchronization date back to Weiner’s work on the generation of
rhythms in the brain [15, 16]. In 1967, Winfree formulated a model of weakly coupled limit-cycle
oscillators [17]. In modeling of physical or biological systems, a limit cycle is an isolated periodic
solution. Figure 1.1 shows solutions to a system of equations, derived by Rayleigh, describing
oscillations of a violin string [18, 19]. The limit cycle is represented by a closed curve in a phase
plot. A limit cycle can be stable, unstable or semistable. It is stable if nearby trajectories are
attracted to the limit cycle. Figure 1.1a shows a stable limit cycle, where the trajectories (green
and black) in the vector field are attracted to the limit cycle. Figure 1.1b illustrates the decay
(black) or growth (green) of the amplitude of the oscillations as they approach the limit cycle. An
unstable limit cycle repels nearby trajectories on both sides, while a half-stable limit cycle attracts
on one side and repels on the other side of the limit cycle [19, 20]. Once an oscillator is on a limit
cycle, the amplitude remains constant unless a perturbation is applied to the system. A system
with a stable limit cycle is capable of self-sustained oscillatory behavior.
With weak coupling of oscillators, variations in amplitude are typically negligible because
oscillators relax rapidly to the limit cycle [17]. Therefore, the dynamical behavior of the oscillators
can be described by the evolution of their phases [17]. If the coupling is strong, the oscillators are
moved away from the limit cycle, resulting in changes in amplitude. Other types of behavior such
as oscillator death may occur. By assuming weak coupling, Winfree simplified the system to a
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Figure 1.1. (a) Phase potrait for a system of equations describing a violin string [18, 19]. The
figure illustrates a stable limit cycle (blue), nearby trajectories (black and green), and the vector
field (red arrows). (b) The changes in amplitude of the nearby trajectories (black and green) as
they are attracted to the limit cycle.
phase model [16, 17]. In the model, each oscillator interacts with the mean phase of the population
[16, 17]. In simulations of a system of oscillators with a distribution of intrinsic frequencies, Winfree
observed synchronization of oscillators above a certain threshold of coupling [16, 17]. However,
the model was not analytically tractable [16]. Kuramoto further developed the idea to a widely
studied model of globally coupled phase oscillators with sinusodal coupling [21]. In the Kuramoto
model, the dynamical behavior is governed by the following equation:
θ˙i = ωi +
N∑
j=1
Kij sin(θi − θj), (1.1)
where θi and ωi are the phase and the natural frequency of the i
th oscillator, respectively [21].
The natural frequencies are chosen from a unimodal distribution and Kij is the adjacency matrix
[21, 22]. For uniform coupling, the equation is modified to
θ˙i = ωi +
K
N
N∑
j=1
sin(θi − θj), (1.2)
3
Figure 1.2. (a) Geometrical representation of the order parameter. The figure shows the oscillator
phases (red dots); a measure of synchrony is given by the radius r, the complex number reiψ (arrow)
gives the centroid of the phases (φj); and ψ is the average of the phases. (b) An incoherent state
with scattered phases has r ≈ 0. (c) For a coherent state with synchronized phases, the order
parameter r ≈ 1. [16, 21, 22]
where N is the total number of the oscillators [21–23]. The order parameter r was introduced to
measure phase coherence of the oscillators. The parameter is given by
reiψ =
1
N
N∑
j=1
eiθj , (1.3)
where ψ(t) is the average phase and r(t) is a measure of global phase coherence [16, 21, 22]. From
the expression
reiψ = r(cos ψ + isin ψ), (1.4)
the order parameter can be represented geometrically, as shown in Figure 1.2a. For an incoherent
population of oscillators with phases scattered around the phase circle, r(t) ≈ 0 (Figure 1.2b), and
r(t) ≈ 1 for in-phase synchronized oscillators, illustrated in Figure 1.2c.
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Expressing the model in terms of the order parameter gives equation 1.5 [16, 21, 22]
θ˙i = ωi +Kr sin(ψ − θi), i = 1, ..., N. (1.5)
Equation 1.5 gives the interaction of each oscillator with the others through the mean phase ψ(t),
i.e., global coupling, and the proportionality of the coupling strength to phase coherence [16].
Model simulations of a unimodal population of oscillators are shown in Figure 1.3. Figure 1.3a
shows the initial distribution of frequencies of 200 oscillators chosen randomly from a Gaussian
distribution. Synchronizability of such heterogeneous populations of oscillators depends on the
width of the distribution. Studies have revealed that a narrower frequency distribution tends to
synchronize at lower coupling strength compared to a broader distribution under the same con-
ditions. Complete synchronization in heterogeneous populations of oscillators involves frequency
entrainment as well as phase locking [2, 7]. For a broader distribution, some slower and faster os-
cillators may not be entrained due to large frequency differences that are outside the entrainment
range [2, 7, 24] or the requirement of a higher value of K. In such cases, partially synchronized
states as in Figure 1.3b are observed. The oscillators in the middle of the distribution are syn-
chronized, leaving the slower (ω < 0) and faster (ω > 0) oscillators unsynchronized. With a higher
value of K, the oscillators become frequency locked, as shown in Figure 1.3c. The frequency of the
synchronized oscillators depends on the initial frequency distribution. In Figure 1.3c, the synchro-
nized frequency is lower than the distribution average frequency, ω0 = 0. This is due to asymmetry
in the initial frequency distribution of the chosen frequencies.
Figure 1.3d, shows a threshhold, Kc ≈ 1.6, above which synchronization occurs. Below the
critical coupling strength Kc, there is an incoherent state where oscillators have randomly dis-
tributed phases on the phase circle and run at their intrinsic frequencies. For 1.6 ≤ K ≤ 5, partial
synchronization is observed, where only a fraction of the oscillators are synchronized. In this sim-
5
Figure 1.3. (a) Initial frequency distribution of oscillators randomly selected from a normal
probability distribution, with σ = 1 and centered about zero for convinience. (b) Partial synchro-
nization of oscillators for K = 3. (c) Frequency locked oscillators for K = 8. (d) Phase coherence
r as a function of the coupling strength.
6
ulation, complete synchronization was observed for values of K > 5. The value of Kc depends on
the heterogeneity of the group. Kuramoto analytically derived an expression for Kc in terms of
the natural frequency distribution [16, 21, 22, 25]. For example, for a normal distribution with
mean µ = 0 and standard deviation σ = 1,
Kc =
2
pig(0)
, (1.6)
where
g(0) =
1
σ
√
2pi
. (1.7)
Applying the equations to the distribution in Figure 1.3a, g(0) = 0.3989 and Kc = 1.5958. The
analytical value is very close to the value of Kc in Figure 1.3d. Expressions have also been derived
for other distributions such as the Lorentzian distribution of natural frequencies [22, 25].
Oscillators can also be coupled locally or by other intermediate forms of coupling such as non-
local coupling. Unlike in global coupling, where each oscillator is coupled to every other oscillator
through a common mean field, in local coupling interactions are limited to nearest neighbors. This
type of coupling occurs, for example, in mammalian intestines [7]. Neurons in the brain show
nonlocal coupling, since each neuron is connected to other neurons that are not necessarily nearest
neighbors.
Modified Kuramoto models have been used to study the effects of noise [26], time delay cou-
pling [25, 27–30], and varying network topologies [31]. Multistability and phase clustering behavior,
among other behaviors, have been observed in systems with time-delay coupling [25, 27–30]. Ap-
plications have extended to systems made up of natural and synthetic oscillators, which exhibit
behavior different from sinusoidal oscillations. For example, neurons, heart pacemakers, and the
Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) chemical system exhibit relaxation oscillations. These have certain
stages of the oscillatory cycle proceeding faster than the others [32, 33]. This results in more than
7
Figure 1.4. (a) Sinusoidal oscillations. (b) Power spectrum showing a single frequency. (c) An
example of relaxation oscillations from BZ model simulations. (d) The power spectrum of the
relaxation oscillations showing higher frequencies.
one time scale, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. The sinusoidal oscillations (Figure 1.4a) have a single
time scale, and the corresponding power spectrum (Figure 1.4b) shows a single peak. However, the
oscillator in Figure 1.4c exhibits relaxation oscillations. The change from A to B is very fast, and
the system slowly relaxes from B to C to D. The power spectrum now shows higher harmonics,
which differentiates these oscillations from the simple harmonic oscillations.
1.2 Overview
Studies described in this thesis utilize populations of discrete chemical oscillators, with dif-
ferent coupling structures, to study synchronization behavior. This study is focused mainly on
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the chimera state, which is characterized by coexisiting subpopulations of oscillators exhibiting
synchronous and asynchronous behavior. The chemical oscillators are based on the oscillating
Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction; the detailed chemistry of the BZ reaction is discussed in
Chapter 2. The BZ reaction and its related mathematical models have been used extensively to
model biological phenomena [34]. Examples include dynamical quorum sensing in bacterial colonies
[13, 35], spiral waves linked to ventricular fibrillation [36], hebbian learning in neuroscience [37],
synchronization phenomena [38] and waves in subexcitable media [39].
Chapter 3 discusses chimera states and phase cluster states in a simplified two-group coupling
model using a predefined phase distribution. The study is extended to a ring of nonlocally coupled
oscillators with predefined and random initial phase distributions in Chapter 4. Both experiments
and numeric studies of populations of heterogeneous oscillators are discussed. Chapter 5 details
the analysis of various dynamical states including simulations of a system of identical chemical
oscillators. The experimental signatures of chimera states in the chemical system are also discussed.
9
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Chapter 2
The Belousov-Zhabotinsky Chemistry
and Models
2.1 Introduction
In this study of coupled oscillators, the chemistry of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [1]
will be used. Coupling will be achieved using light-based feedback. The experimental work will
be supported by simulations using the Zhabotinsky-Buchholtz-Kiyatin-Epstein (ZBKE) model [2]
to represent the BZ chemistry. Phase response curves, descriptions of the dynamical behavior in
coupled popluations of oscillators, will be discussed.
2.2 The Belousov-Zhabotinsky Reaction
The Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction was named after B. Belousov who initially discovered the
reaction in 1958 and A. M. Zhabotinsky who later on further studied the reaction [1]. The reaction
is now commonly referred to as the BZ reaction. The reaction involves the oxidation of organic
16
species by bromate in the presence of a metal catalyst. The reaction has a complex mechanism
involving a number of steps forming many different reaction intermediates. In 1972, R. J. Field,
E. Ko¨ro¨s, and R. M. Noyes proposed the FKN mechanism for the BZ reaction [3]. A number
of models have since been developed and successfully applied in various studies to explain the
experimental behavior of the system; these include the Oregonator model proposed by Field and
Noyes [4] and the ZBKE model proposed by Zhabotinsky, Buchholtz, Kiyatin, and Epstein [2].
2.2.1 The FKN Mechanism
The mechanism features three main processes, A, B, and C, which are the consumption of
bromide ions, the autocatalytic production of bromous acid, and the oxidation of organic species,
respectively. The detailed mechanism consists of eleven elementary steps that can be summarized
by the net equations
Process A (removal of bromide ions):
BrO−3 + 2Br
− + 3H+ → 3HOBr (2.1)
Process B (autoctalysis):
BrO−3 + HBrO2 + 2M
2+ + 3H+ → 2HBrO2 + 2M3+ + H2O (2.2)
Process C (oxidation of organic species):
2M3+ + MA + BrMA→ fBr− + 2M2+ + other products (2.3)
where M is the metal catalyst and f is a stoichiometric factor. In an elementary step that contributes
to process A, Br− reacts with BrO−3 and its concentration falls to a critical concentration. The
low bromide concentration allows the autocatalytic production of HBrO2, as described in process
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B. This is accompanied by the oxidation of the catalyst (M2+ → M3+). The increase in HBrO2
concentration is limited by the reaction
2HBrO2 → HBrO3 + HOBr (2.4)
The presence of M3+ gives rise to the oxidation of bromomalonic acid to form bromide ion and
other products (process C). The production of bromide ions in process C resets the reaction back
to process A.
2.2.2 The ZBKE Reaction Scheme and Model
The ZBKE reaction scheme is based on the original FKN mechanism, processes A, B, and
C. The mechanism includes more of the detailed chemistry of step C, including the reactions of
HBrO2
+ and organic species. The detailed mechanism is given in Table 2.1. In the table, Mn+
and M(n+1) represent the reduced and oxidized forms of the catalyst [2, 5]. Reactions of HOBr
and Br2 proceed rapidly and are therefore neglected in the description. The system is simplified
by considering the organic molecules, CBr2(COOH)2, CHOH(COOH)2, and CO(COOH)2 as final
products and assuming the equilibrium in reaction R5c is shifted to the right [2]. The mathematical
model based on the mechanism is given by
dX
dt
= −k2h0XY + k3h0XY − 2k∗4X2 − k5h0AX + k−5U2 + k6U(C − Z)− k−6XZ (2.5)
dY
dt
= −k2h0XY − k3h0AY + k′8R1 + k9B (2.6)
dU
dt
= 2k5h0AX − 2k−5U2 − k6U(C − Z) + k−6XZ (2.7)
dZ
dt
= k6U(C − Z)− k−6XZ − k7BZ + k−7h0R1(C − Z) (2.8)
dR1
dt
= k7BZ − k−7h0R1(C − Z)− k′8R1 − k11R1R2 (2.9)
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Table 2.1. The ZBKE Reaction Scheme [2]
H+ + Br− + HOBr 
 Br2 + H2O (R1)
H+ + Br− + HBrO2 
 2HOBr (R2)
H+ + Br− + HBrO3 
 HBrO2 + HOBr (R3)
2HBrO2 
 HOBr + HBrO3 (R4a)
HBrO2 + H
+ 
 H2BrO+2 (R4b)
HBrO2 + H2BrO
+
2 
 HOBr + HBrO3 + H+ (R4c)
H+ + BrO−3 
 HBrO3 (R5a)
HBrO3 + H
+ + HBrO2 
 HBrO+2 + BrO.2 + H2O (R5b)
BrO.2 + H
+ 
 HBrO+2 (R5c)
Mn+ + HBrO+2 
 M(n+1) + HBrO2 (R6)
M(n+1) + CHBr(COOH)2 
 Mn+ + CBr(COOH).2 + H+ (R7)
H2O+ CBr(COOH)
·
2 → H+ + Br− + COH(COOH).2 (R8)
H2O + CHBr(COOH)2 → CHOH(COOH)2 + H+ + Br− (R9)
2COH(COOH).2 → CHOH(COOH)2 + CO(COOH)2 (R10)
COH(COOH).2 + CBr(COOH)
.
2 → CHBr(COOH)2 + CO(COOH)2 (R11)
HOBr + CHBr(COOH)2 → CBr2(COOH)2 + H2O (RA-1)
Br2+CHBr(COOH)2 →CBr2(COOH)2 + H+ + Br− (RA-2)
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dR2
dt
= k
′
8R1 − 2k10R22 − k11R1R2 (2.10)
where, X = [ HBrO2], Y = [Br
−], U = [HBrO+2 ], Z = [M
(n+1)], R1 = [CBr(COOH)
.
2], R2 =
[COH(COOH).2], A = [HBrO3] = h0[NaBrO3]0/(0.2+ h0), B = [CHBr(COOH)2], C = Z+ [M
n+],
h0 = Hammet acidity function, k
∗
4 = k4(1 + 0.8h0), k−5 is represented by (k−5bk−5c)/(k5ch0). By
assuming fast radical recombination, reactions R10 and R11, and using the quasi-steady-state
approximation to exclude R2, equation 2.10 for R1 simplifies to:
dR1
dt
= k7BZ − k−7h0R1(C − Z)− k
′
8R1
q(R1)
(2.11)
where
1
q(R1)
= 1− k
2
11R1
4k
′
8k10
{1− (1 + 8k
′
8k10
k211R1
)1/2}. (2.12)
A parameter q = q(R1) is introduced, which can be varied from 0.5 to 1, and k8 is set to k
′
8/q. The
lower and upper values correspond to the conditions when reaction R11 is faster than R10 and
when reaction R10 is faster than R11, respectively [2]. The model is reduced to a three-variable
system by assuming the concentration of [CBr(COOH).2] is a fast variable and treating [HBrO
+
2 ]
as a steady state variable (Uss).
dX
dt
=
−k2X + k3A
k2X + k3A
(qk7k8P +k9B)− 2k∗4X2−k5h0AX +k−5U2ss +k6Uss(C−Z)−k−6XZ (2.13)
dY
dt
= −k2h0XY − k3h0AY + qPP + k9B (2.14)
dZ
dt
= k6Uss(C − Z)− k−6XZ − PP. (2.15)
where
Uss =
1
4k−5
(k−6(C − Z) + (k2−6(C − Z)2 + 16k−5k5h0Ax+ 8k−5k−6xz)2), (2.16)
P =
BZ
k8 + k−7h0R1(C − Z) , (2.17)
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Table 2.2. The ZBKE Model Scalings [2, 6]
Variable Scaling Parameter Scaling Parameter Scaling
X k5h0Ax/2k4 ε1 k5h0A/2k4C β 2k4k9B/(k5h0A)
2
Y k5Ay/k2 ε2 (k5h0A)
2/2k4k6C µ 2k3k4B/k2k5h0
Z Cz ε3 k8/k−7h0C γ k−5/k6
U (k5h0A)
2u/2k4k6C ε4 k5A/k2C δ k−6C/k5h0A
t 2k4Cτ/(k5h0A)
2 α 2k4k7k8B/k
2
4k−7h
3
0A
2 k 2k4CK/(k5h0A)
2
and
PP =
k7k8BZ
k8 + k−7h0(C − Z) (2.18)
The equations are scaled appropriately to a dimensionless model, which allows a qualitative com-
parison with experiments. The nondimensional equations for the ferroin catalyzed reaction are
given in equations (2.19) - (2.21) [2, 6]. The scaling of variables and parameters are given in Table
2.2.
dx
dτ
=
1
ε1
(ϕ− x2 + x+ ε2γu2ss + uss(1− z) + δxz +
µ− x
µ− z (
qαz
ε3 + 1− z + β)) (2.19)
dy
dτ
=
1
ε4
(−xy − µy + q αz
ε3 + 1− z + β) (2.20)
dz
dτ
= 2ϕ+ uss(1− z)− δxz − αz
ε3 + 1− z (2.21)
The three-variable model can be further reduced to a two-variable model by using a steady
approximation of y. The principal advantage of using the ZBKE model over the traditional Oreg-
onator model is that the ZBKE produces significant frequency variations with a change in the
parameter q. This feature is important for simulating the behavior of heterogeneous populations
of chemical oscillators in experiments.
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2.2.3 Photosensitive BZ Reaction System
The ruthenium-catalyzed BZ reaction has been widely used in feedback control dynamical sys-
tems [7–14]. The sensitivity to light of the tris(2,2’-bipyridine)ruthenium(II) complex, (Ru(bpy)2+3 ),
can be used to control the concentration of reacting species in the ruthenium catalyzed BZ reaction.
The complex can be excited to Ru(bpy)2+3 * by light at 452 nm [15, 16]. The excited Ru(ll)* species
is a strong reducing agent as indicated by a reduction potential of -0.86 V for Ru(lll)/Ru(ll) system
[15, 17]. K´ad´ar et al. [15] determined two separate reaction pathways of the excited ruthenium
complex that may occur at low and high light intensities. At low light intensity, the excited species
react with bromate ions producing BrO.2, which further reacts with Ru(ll) to give bromous acid
and Ru(lll), as represented by equations [15]
Ru(ll)∗ + BrO−3 + 2H
+ → Ru(ll) + BrO.2 + H2O (2.22)
Ru(ll)∗ + BrO.2 + H
+ → Ru(lll) + HBrO2 (2.23)
Both Ru(lll) and the activator, HBrO2, are important components of the ZBKE model described
in the next section. At high light intensity, the inhibitor is produced from the reaction of the
excited species with bromomalonic acid [15]
Ru(ll)∗ + BrMA→ Ru(lll) + Br− + organic products (2.24)
Oscillations are completely suppressed above a critical illumination intensity [15, 17] because of
the photochemical production of the inhibitor. The oscillation period of the system increases with
increase in bromide concentration, as it takes more time for the bromide concentration, to fall
below the critical concentration to allow the autocatalytic process to take over. Sensitivity to
light depends also on the initial concentrations of reactants [15, 17]. Taylor et al. [17] found that
higher bromate and acid concentration relative to malonic acid and bromide tends to follow the
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photoactivatory pathway, while a higher ratio of the inhibitory species compared to the activatory
species favors the photoinhibitory pathway.
2.2.4 The Modified ZBKE Model
The ZBKE model described in Section 2.2.2 can be modified to account for the ruthenium-
based photosensitive behavior of the BZ reaction. The ruthenium catalyst exhibits kinetics that is
different from ferroin in reactions leading to the autocatalytic reaction in processes B of the FKN
mechanism. The reaction of the Ru(II) complex with BrO.2 has a large rate constant [17]
BrO.2 + Ru(bpy)
2+
3 + H
+ → HBrO2 + Ru(bpy)3+3 , k = 4× 106 m−2s−1 (2.25)
The model is modified to account for the irreversibility of this reaction step. A term, φ, which
was introduced by Vanag et al. [18] as a Br− flow term, is introduced in the model to account for
photoinhibition. Further studies [15, 17] have led to modifications to the model to include φ to
account for photoactivation. The modified dimensionless two-variable photosensitive ZBKE model
is represented by rate equations of the autocatalyst HBrO2 (x) and oxidized form of the catalyst
Ru(bpy)3+3 (z) given by
dx
dτ
=
1
ε1
(ϕ− x2 + x+ ε2γu2ss + uss(1− z) +
µ− x
µ− z (
qαz
ε3 + 1− z + β)) (2.26)
dz
dτ
= 2ϕ+ uss(1− z)− αz
ε3 + 1− z (2.27)
where uss is the scaled steady-state variable [HBrO
+
2 ]. The parameters contain the rate constants,
initial concentrations and the appropriate scalings for the model variables. The parameter values
used in simulations are given in Table 2.3. All calculations are performed using the Euler method
with step 0.001, φ0 = 5.3 × 10−4 and φmax = 2.1 × 10−4. Figure 2.1 shows a phase plot of
dimensionless variables [z] vs [x], and typical concentration variations of x and z with time.
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Table 2.3. The ZBKE Model Parameter Values [11–14]
Parameter Value Parameter Value
1 0.11 α 0.10
2 1.7×10−5 β 1.7×10−5
3 1.6×10−3 µ 2.4×10−4
γ 1.2 q 41 ±2.1
Figure 2.1. (a) Time series of the activator species x and (b) time series of the oxidized form of
catalyst z from model simulations. (c) Phase plot [z] vs [x].
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2.3 Experiment Setup
2.3.1 Instrumentation
The experimental set-up consists of a modified projector (SLM) with a 440-460 nm band pass
filter, beam splitter, camera (CCD), computer (PC), and the reactor. The camera and the modified
projector are controlled via the computer. The camera is placed above the beam splitter and a 2
cm diameter reaction vessel to record images of the state of the reaction domain in real time. The
set-up is shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2. Experiment set-up. The camera (CCD), connected to the computer (PC), records
the position and intensity of the catalyst-loaded beads in the reactor. The image is processed
by the PC and feedback is applied via the spatial light modulator (SLM) through the filter. (b)
Catalyst-loaded particles recorded by the CCD camera.
The CCD camera is connected to a PC, which processes the images and computes the feed-
back illumination for each particle. The feedback illumination is applied through a spatial light
modulator (SLM). The light from the SLM passes through the band-pass filter to a beam splitter
that reflects the light on to the particles in the reactor.
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2.3.2 Preparation of Ruthenium(ll) Catalyst-Loaded Beads
The catalyst solution of 25.0 mM Ru(bpy)3
2+ is prepared by dissolving 0.47 g of tris(2-2’-
bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) chloride hexahydrate (98% complex) in 25.0 ml of doubly-distilled water.
DOWEX 50wx2-100 ion exchange beads (3.0 g) are mixed with 1.0 ml of 25.0 mM ruthenium(ll)
catalyst solution (8.3×10−6 mol/g resin). The mixture is stirred at a low stirring rate for 24 hours
and then filtered. The beads are washed with distilled water before allowing them to dry at room
temperature for a day.
2.3.3 Preparation of Catalyst-Free BZ Solution
Stock solutions of 1.0 M sodium bromide (NaBr), 1.5 M sodium bromate (NaBrO3), and 3.0
M sulfuric acid (H2SO4), from Fischer Scientific, are prepared with doubly distilled water. The
solutions are stored at room temperature. Malonic acid (MA) is always prepared before the start
of an experiment because it is not stable over periods greater than approximately 24 hours. The
catalyst free BZ solution is prepared by mixing 0.77 M H2SO4, 0.51 M (NaBrO3), 0.08 M NaBr
and 0.16 M MA.
2.3.4 Experiment
The catalyst-loaded particles are randomly distributed in a BZ catalyst-free solution. The
particles are maintained at more than two diameters apart to eliminate local diffusive coupling.
The particles are in an oscillatory state under the experimental conditions. Experiments are carried
out with 40 particles. A computer algorithm is used to align the camera and projector coordinate
systems to allow real-time feedback by illumination of individual oscillators. The particles are
mapped onto a virtual array, which is used to setup a desired network with a defined coupling
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relation. Different networks are discussed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
In experiments, the images are captured every 3.0 s with projected feedback turned off briefly to
allow capturing of images. A background light intensity of 1.4 mW cm−2 is used when capturing
images. Variations in transmitted light by individual particles are monitored over time. The
observed oscillations in light intensity are due to the ruthenium(II) being oxidized to ruthenium(III)
(green), which is then reduced back to ruthenium(II) (orange). The oxidized form of the catalyst
transmits more light than the reduced form. Thus, the peak maximum corresponds to the oxidized
form of the ruthenium catalyst. The captured image is analyzed to determine the intensities, in
gray level, associated with each particle. The intensities are used to compute the feedback based on
the coupling scheme. The computed illumination is passed on to the projector, which illuminates
particles independently according to
Pi = P0 + Pfeed,i (2.28)
where Pi is the projected light intensity, P0 is the background light intensity, and Pfeed,i is the
computed feeback for oscillator i [19]. Pfeed,i is computed according to a coupling relation defined
for each network studied.
The data on changes in light intensity over time is stored for further analysis. Figure 2.3 shows
typical time series from experiment data.
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Figure 2.3. Experiment time series
2.4 Phase Response Curves
2.4.1 Introduction
A phase response curve quantifies an oscillator’s response to perturbations. Phase response
curves (PRC) play a pivotal role in explaining and predicting the dynamics of coupled oscillators
[20]. They have been used to predict stability of various states in biological systems, including
neuronal networks [21–25] and circadian rhythms [24, 26, 27]. They provide valuable information
about an oscillator’s response to a perturbation and its influence on its coupled neighbors, thereby
influencing the global dynamics of a network. As highlighted by Dror et al. [22], the stability
and synchronization behavior of a network is not only governed by the coupling relation but other
factors like the slope of the PRC.
A PRC is determined by applying a brief pertubation to an oscillator at different phases within
its cycle and then comparing the period of this cycle to the period of the unperturbed cycle. In
our system, the phase of an oscillator can be manipulated by controling light exposure. This
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section focuses on effects of light pulses on photosensitive BZ relaxation oscillators. Taylor et al.
[17, 19] studied the effect of light on both the photoexcitatory and photoinhibitory BZ mixtures
by showing the dependence of the PRC on the composition of BZ mixtures. They observed a
photoactivatory reaction pathway with mixtures that have higher bromate and acid concentrations
relative to malonic acid and bromide species [17]. On the other hand, a higher ratio of inhibitory
species compared to activatory species favors photoinhibitory pathway. Section 2.4.2 outlines
an experimental determination of PRCs for the BZ mixture used in experiments with coupled
oscillators that are described in the next chapters.
2.4.2 Phase Response Experiments
Phase response experiments were carried out using the photosensitive BZ reaction and the
experiment design described in Section 2.3. Oscillators were evenly and randomly distributed,
with more than two diameters apart, in a Petri dish. The oscillators were allowed to oscillate at
a background light intensity (P0). The average period of the oscillators is 60.0 s. Different sized
perturbations were applied every 300.0 s. The particles were perturbed by exposing them to a
perturbation for 1.0 s and then switching back to the background intensity.
The phase ϕ of an oscillator at any time was calculated using the equation
ϕ(t) =
2pi(t− tpeak)
T
(2.29)
where t is the current time and tpeak is time of the previous peak. A response to a perturbation
was determined by comparing the perturbed period to the unperturbed period of an oscillator.
The response was calculated using the equation
∆ϕ =
2pi(T − T ′)
T
(2.30)
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where ∆ϕ is the phase response, T
′
is the perturbed period, and T is the unperturbed period of
the oscillator [19, 28]. The 300.0 s interval between perturbations allowed the oscillators to ‘relax’
to their unperturbed behavior before applying another pulse. The mean period of the unperturbed
cycles prior to each perturbation was used for T to account for drift, if any, in the system. The
oscillators were perturbed 10 times in each experiment. The phase change values were calculated
for each perturbation for all the oscillators, and then the values were averaged to obtain a better
representation of the phases. A bin width of 0.4 was used and the corresponding mean phase
response ∆ϕ was plotted for each bin.
2.4.3 Results
Phase advancement occurs when an oscillator’s perturbed period is shorter than T, ∆ϕ > 0.
On the other hand, phase retardation or delay occurs if the perturbed period is longer than T,
∆ϕ < 0. Figure 2.4 shows examples, from experiments, of phase advancement, Figure 2.4a, and
phase retardation, Figure 2.4b. In Figure 2.4a, the oscillator has a period T equal to 69.0 s for t ≤
160.0 s and after perturbation the period shortens to 42.0 s (160.0 ≤ t ≤ 212.0 s). The oscillator
in Figure 2.4b oscillates with a period T equal to 39.0 s for t ≤ 138.0 s and was phase retarded on
the fourth cycle to a period of 63.0 s.
Phase response curves for the BZ experiment are shown in Figure 2.5a. A large perturbation
corresponding to Pfeed = 0.9 mW cm
−2 produced realtively large positive phase responses rep-
resented by the blue curve. Phase advancement was observed for perturbations applied between
phase values of pi/2 and 2pi. The maximum phase response, equivalent to approximately half a
cycle, was produced at 0.75pi. A smaller size perturbation of Pfeed = 0.4 mW cm
−2 caused phase
advance responses to perturbations applied between pi and 2pi. The magnitude of the maximum
phase response was found to be approximately half of the maximum phase change produced by
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Figure 2.4. Experiment time series showing (a) phase advancement (T > T
′
) and (b) phase
retardation (T < T
′
). T is the unperturbed period of the oscillator and T
′
is the period after
perturbation.
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Figure 2.5. Phase response curves responding to different light perturbations. (a) Experiments
with (i) Pfeed = 0.9 mW cm
−2, blue curve, (ii) Pfeed = 0.4 mW cm−2, green curve, and (iii) Pfeed
= -0.9 mW cm−2, red curve. (b) Simulated response curves corresponding to (i) Pfeed = 0.08, blue
curve, (ii) Pfeed = 0.03, green curve, and (i) Pfeed = -0.08, red curve.
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Figure 2.6. Phase response curve corresponding to a perturbation of Pfeed = 0.4 mW cm
−2,
green curve, showing error margin associated with each point.
Pfeed = 0.9 mW cm
−2 and it was observed at ϕ = 1.25pi. Phase retardation was observed close to
ϕ = pi. For Pfeed = -0.9 mW cm
−2, the oscillators were perturbed by reducing the light intensity
from the background intensity. As represented by the red curve, a positive but smaller response
similar to previous experiments was observed. The maximum phase change was produced at 1.5pi.
Similar observations were found in simulated PRCs, shown in Figure 2.5b. The simulated PRCs
show relatively larger phase retardation regions for positive Pfeed perturbations compared to the
experiments. This could be due to noise in experimental system. The experimental PRCs are
produced from bin average values. The region of maximum phase retardation is close to the max-
imum phase advance region. The relatively large standard deviation shown in Figure 2.6 at phase
pi suggests a possible overlap of advancement and retardation responses.
The simulated negative Pfeed perturbation shows a positive response similar to that observed in
experiments. This could be a result of the photoactivatory nature of the experimental BZ mixture.
The positive response observed is due to increased production of activator species following a light
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pulse, as described in Section 2.2.3 by equation 2.23. The rapid accumulation of HBrO2 is accom-
panied by the oxidation of Ru(II) to Ru(III). The reaction is accompanied by an increase of the
oxidized form of the catalyst and is represented by a sharp increase in intensity in the time series.
When perturbations are applied at earlier phases, negative responses are observed. This is due to
Ru(III) being produced via production of Br−, and it takes longer for the bromide concentration
to fall below the critical value to allow the autocatalytic process. Hence, this produces a longer
period than an unperturbed period. Phase advancement and retardation occur at different phases
due variations in the reaction mixture composition with phase. At some phases, the concentration
of inhibitory species is relatively higher than at other phases. Oscillations were not signifantly
affected following perturbations applied during the refractory period of the cycle.
In summary, the phase response depends on the nature and magnitude of perturbation, the
phase of the oscillator when it is perturbed, and the composition of the reaction mixture. From
the experiments and simulations described here, we find that increasing the size of a perturbation
resulted in an increase in phase response, as noted in [28]. The observed global dynamics of coupled
oscillators, discussed in the next chapters, is influenced by varying contributions of these factors.
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Chapter 3
Chimera and Phase-cluster States
3.1 Introduction
There is considerable interest in the emergence of order and self organization in populations of
coupled discrete oscillators. Most studies have focused on the emergence of a collectively uniform
dynamical state from a desynchronized state in various systems of globally coupled oscillators
[1–16]. In 2002, Kuramoto and Battogtokh reported a highly counter intuitive dynamical state
comprised of a subpopulation of oscillators exhibiting synchronous oscillations coexisting with
an asynchronous subpoplution [17]. This is counterintuitive in the sense that the oscillators are
identical and have the same coupling structure, but they do not exhibit the dynamical same
behavior in the two subpopulations. In 2004, Strogatz and Abram named the dynamical state a
chimera state [18]. The name chimera has origins in Greek mythology, and is used to describe
a fire breathing monster with a lion’s head, goat’s body, and serpent’s tail [18]. A number of
numerical models and network topologies have been studied to help understand the dynamics of
this exotic state [18–31]. Most of the studies are based on populations of identical oscillators. For at
least a decade, the experimental confirmation of the chimera state remained elusive. Experimental
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systems have inherent heterogeneities because the oscillators are not identical, since there is always
a distribution of periods. In 2008, Abrams et al. [22] reported a simplified model with identical
oscillators supporting chimera states. The model uses a two-group coupling approach to study
the dynamics of interacting populations of oscillators [32–34]. Laing [21, 35] reported chimera
states in populations of heterogeneous oscillators using this approach. The results provided some
insights into the search for chimera states in experimental systems. This chapter provides details
of experiments and simulation studies of one of the first experiments showing chimera states. The
experiments are based on the photosensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky chemical oscillators described
in the previous chapter.
3.2 Coupling Model Background
The study follows the coupling structure in the model proposed by Abrams et al. [22], which
divides the population of oscillators into two subpopulations of oscillators that are globally coupled,
both within and between the subpopulations. The model is a simplification of the original model
of Kuramoto and Battogtokh, which is discussed in detail in the next chapter [17]. The phase
model is represented as
dθσi
dt
= ω +
2∑
σ´=1
Kσσ´
Nσ´
Nσ´∑
j=1
sin(θσ´j − θσi − α), (3.1)
where σ = 1, 2, Nσ is the number of members in group σ, and Kσσ´ is the coupling strength [22].
The intragroup coupling (K11 = K22) is greater than the intergroup coupling strength (K12 = K21).
Equation (3.1) therefore means that an oscillator experiences strong global coupling to its fellow
group members and weaker global coupling to oscillators in the other group. This simulates
nonlocal coupling, which is important for the observation of the chimera state [24, 36]. The
oscillators are identical, with natural frequency ω, and are coupled through the sine of their phase
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Figure 3.1. Simplified representation of the coupling model with half of the number of oscillators
that were used in the experiments.
differences, with an additional phase frustration term α, where 0 < α < pi
2
[17, 21, 22, 32, 37]. The
phase frustration term causes oscillators to synchronize to a frequency different from the average of
their natural frequencies [22, 37] and plays an important role for the observation of chimera states
[36]. Chimera states have been found in heterogeneous populations, and similar features have been
found for oscillators with initial phases or natural frequencies chosen from either a Gaussian or
Lorentzian distribution [21, 35]. Sen et al. [24] applied a fixed time-delay (τ) coupling to a spatial
system of identical oscillators and found clustered chimera states with adjacent synchronized anti-
phase clusters. The delay is associated with the finite time required for a signal to be transmitted
[24]. Interesting dynamics of chimera states have been reported in further studies of systems that
include delay [23, 26, 28, 38–40].
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3.3 Experiments
Experiments are carried out with 40 discrete chemical oscillators based on the photosensitive
BZ reaction [11, 13, 41, 42], in which the Ru(bpy)2+3 catalyst is loaded onto ion-exchange particles
that are then immersed in catalyst-free reaction mixture. A detailed description of the experiment
set-up is in Section 2.3. The N oscillatory particles are divided into two groups of equal size, A
and B, as shown in Figure 3.1, with each member i of group σ experiencing the feedback light
intensity P σi :
P σi = P0 + kσPmax(Iˆσ(t− τ)− Ii(t)) + kσσ′Pmax(Iˆσ′ (t− τ)− Ii(t)), (3.2)
where σ = A,B and σ
′
= B,A. The mean intensity of the oscillators in group σ is Iˆσ, and kσ and
kσσ′ are the intra-group and inter-group coupling coefficients, respectively, with |kσσ′ | < kσ. Each
member of each group is globally coupled via the mean signal of its own group and the mean signal
of the other group, with the intra-group coupling stronger than that of the inter-group coupling.
The delay term τ [24, 27, 43] plays a role akin to the phase frustration term used in equation (3.1)
of the model [22] and in other phase oscillator models of chimera states.
Experiments are carried out as described in Section 2.3.4. An experiment is initiated by
applying the intra-group feedback for group A only (kAB = 0, kB = 0), allowing this group to
fully synchronize. The group B particles are not coupled and oscillate with approximately random
phases. After an initial period, the intra-group feedback for group B, with kB = kA, and the inter-
group feedback, with kAB = kBA, are simultaneously switched on, and the system is monitored for
a further 50 minutes. The data are analyzed as described below.
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3.4 Data Analysis
3.4.1 Mean Signal
The normalized mean intensity of each group was calculated from the normalized individ-
ual particle intensities of the group members. A noisy mean signal (Figure 3.2a) represents an
asynchronous state. The amplitude grows as the oscillators synchronize (Figure 3.2b) until it is
comparable to the individual oscillator amplitude when all of the oscillators are synchronized.
Other possible states such as phase-clusters exist between the completely synchronized state and
asynchronous state. These are discussed in the results section.
3.4.2 Order Parameter
The parameter r, r(t) = |〈expiθ(t)〉|, is a measure of phase coherence, averaged over all oscillators
in the group at a given time [17, 22]. For a completely synchronized state r(t) = 1, while for the
completely desynchronized state r(t) ≈ 0 [17, 22].
The ruthenium based BZ system used in the experiments forms phase clusters [11, 13, 44, 45].
Figure 3.3, shows the mean signal of a 4-phase-cluster state and the corresponding order parameter.
Although these phase clusters are phase locked, the global order parameter is low because the
clusters are all out of phase with each other. In experiments that form phase clusters, it is
not possible using the global order parameter to distinguish between higher cluster states and
asynchronous states. For this reason, the order parameter was not used for the analysis in this
study, although it has been used in most of the studies of systems with phase oscillators.
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Figure 3.2. Experiments showing variations of individual intensities of (a) asynchronous oscilla-
tors, (b) synchronizing oscillators, and the mean signal (bold black) with time.
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Figure 3.3. (a) Normalized mean intensity (blue) and the global order order parameter r (red).
(b) Normalized mean intensity (blue), normalized individual oscillator intensity (green), and the
global order order parameter r (red).
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3.4.3 Period and Phase Determination
The times of occurrence of the maximum intensities (peak times) were determined using a
MATLAB algorthim. The period in seconds is given by multiplying the frame rate by the time
interval between adjacent maxima, as represented by the equation
T = (tpn+1 − tpn)× frame rate, (3.3)
where tpn and tpn+1 are the times of the n
th and (n+1)th peaks, respectively.
The phases, ϕ, are claculated by linear interpolation between adjacent maxima:
ϕi = 2pi(tt− tpn)/T, (3.4)
where tpn ≤ tt ≤ tpn+1 .
3.5 Experiment Results
The coupling scheme gives rise to several different types of synchronization behavior in our
experiments. In all cases, group A remains fully synchronized, while group B exhibits four basic
states: fully synchronized, n-cluster, the unsynchronized chimera, and semi-synchronized. We label
these states 1-1, 1-n (n = 2, 3, 4,...), 1-c and 1-s, respectively, where the first number represents
the state of group A and the second number (or letter) represents the state of group B.
During full synchronization, the 1-1 state, members of group B synchronize both in frequency
and phase [43], typically with a constant phase difference relative to the synchronized members
of group A. Figure 3.4a shows a time series of the mean oscillator intensity in groups A and B,
and the inset shows a snapshot of the phase of each oscillator in the two groups. An example of a
two-cluster state [46] is shown in Figure 3.4b, where the different occupancies of the two clusters
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Figure 3.4. Normalized mean intensity of group A (blue) and group B (red) as a function of
time, and (inset) snapshot of the phases of oscillators 1-20 in group A and 21-40 in group B.
(a) Synchronized out-of-phase 1-1 state, kA = 3.0, kAB = −1.8; (b) synchronized phase cluster
1-2 state, kA = 4.0, kAB = −1.0; (c) chimera 1-c state, kA = 3.0, kAB = −0.2; and (d) semi-
synchronized 1-s state, kA = 2.0, kAB = −1.0. Time series curves show fits to data points (o). The
phase 0−2pi of an individual oscillator (inset) is assigned by linear interpolation between adjacent
maxima. In all of the experiments τ = 30 s.
are visible in the phase snapshot. We see a wide range of occupancies in the two-cluster state as
well as in higher order 1-3 and 1-4 states in our experiments.
In the 1-c chimera state, the members of group B remain unsynchronized for the entire duration
of the experiment. The mean intensity for group B is a small-amplitude, noisy signal, as shown
in Figure 3.4c. At any moment, the phases of the oscillators are spread almost evenly between 0
and 2pi (see inset). In addition to chimera states, we also observe semi-synchronized states, which
involve higher and lower frequency oscillators intermittently aligning, resulting in occasional mean
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intensities with irregular large amplitudes, Figure 3.4d. An example of transient partial alignment
leading to larger values in mean amplitude is shown in the phase snapshot. The behaviors shown in
Figure 3.4 are found at different intra- and inter-group coupling strengths, and the various behavior
regimes as a function of kA = kB and kAB = kBA are shown in Figure 3.5a. The synchronized 1-1
state is in-phase or out-of-phase for kAB > 0 or kAB < 0, respectively.
The 1-c chimera region shown in Figure 3.5a occurs primarily with the inter-group coupling
strength kAB < 0, although there is a small region of 1-c behavior for kAB > 0. The chimera
for negative inter-group coupling strengths was surprising in view of the model of Abrams et al.
[22], which employs only positive coupling, and we therefore investigated the underlying coupling
mechanism. As discussed in Section 2.4 in Chapter 2, curves for perturbations involving both
increases and decreases in light intensity give rise to positive phase responses. The result means
that both positive and negative values of kAB give rise to positive inter-group coupling, consistent
with the theoretical model [22].
3.6 Simulations
3.6.1 Model
The experimental system was modeled with a two-variable model [11, 13] for the photosensitive
BZ particle system [11, 13, 44, 45], where dXi/dt = f(Xi, Zi, qi) + φ
σ
i , dZi/dt = g(Xi, Zi, qi) + 2φ
σ
i
describes the chemistry of each oscillator i in group σ (see Section 2.2.4). The terms f and
g give the non-photochemical components of the BZ reaction, and Xi, Zi, and qi are [HBrO2],
[Ru(bpy)3+], and the stoichiometric coefficient, respectively, associated with the ith oscillator.
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Figure 3.5. Dependence of the chimera and cluster states on parameters. Regions of 1-c chimera
behavior (red), 1-1 in-phase (light blue), and 1-1 out-of-phase (dark blue) synchronization observed
in experiment as a function of coupling strengths kA and kAB: (a) Experiment results, (b) Simu-
lation results. (c) Probability of 1-c (blue), 1-1 (red), and 1-2 (green) states as a function of kA
from simulations of the homogeneous frequency model system, with N = 80. Continuity methods
yield stable states in the following regions: 1-1 state stable for all values of kA, 1-2 state stable
for 0.23 < kA < 1.6, 1-c state stable for 0.21 < kA < 0.8. (d) Probability of stable chimera state
(green) for homogeneous frequency system as a function of number of oscillators N . Logarithm
of mean time to collapse to synchronized state for homogeneous (red) and heterogeneous (blue)
frequency oscillator populations. Probabilities in (c) and (d) are based on 400 simulations for each
abscissa value using random initial phases for group B; conditions: τ = 36, kA = 0.6, kAB = 0.12,
except where otherwise indicated.
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The photo-excitatory feedback to oscillator i in group σ is φσi , calculated according to
φσi = φ0 + kσφmax(Zˆσ(t− τ)− Zi(t)) + kσσ′φmax(Zˆσ′ (t− τ)− Zi(t)), (3.5)
with other terms as in Equation (3.5). Simulations are carried out with up to 80 particles (40 per
group) for both homogeneous (period = 41.0) and heterogeneous (period = 41.0 ± 2.1) oscillator
systems. The heterogeneous system has an approximately normal distribution in period.
A simulation is initiated by synchronizing the oscillators in group A by applying intra-group
feedback to that group only. Intra-group feedback is then applied to the oscillators in group B at
t = 200, with kB = kA, where the phase of each oscillator is selected from a random distribution.
Inter-group feedback is also applied at this time, with kAB = kBA. Simulations are typically
carried out until t = 100,000, and the state of the system is then recorded. The mean amplitude
of the chimera is a noisy, flat signal, allowing an empirical threshold in the mean signal amplitude
to be established and computationally employed to test for the existence of chimera states and
to distinguish the chimera from other states such as semi-synchronized states. A mean signal
threshold of 0.35 was found to be satisfactory for detecting the collapse of a chimera state and
distinguishing it from other states.
3.6.2 Simulation Results
The model simulations generate behavior in qualitative agreement with that exhibited by the
experimental system, namely, the 1-1, 1-n, 1-c and 1-s states. Standard continuation methods were
used to determine whether or not a state is stable in a given parameter region and whether other
stable states coexist. The location of these states in the kA-kAB phase diagram, Figure 3.5b, is
similar to the experimental behavior shown in Figure 3.5a, with a small region of chimera behavior
observed for kAB > 0 and a much larger region observed for kAB < 0.
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The probability of the homogeneous frequency system residing in the 1-c, 1-1, or 1-2 state
as a function of kA is shown in Figure 3.5c. At low values of kA, the system predominantly
finds the chimera state, with the 1-1 and 1-2 states increasingly prevalent at higher values of kA.
Nonstationary (breathing) chimera states were also found in certain parameter regimes, similar to
those reported by Abrams et al. [22].
No semi-synchronized behavior is found in the homogeneous frequency system, since when
partial phase alignment occurs, the system quickly relaxes to a 1-1 or 1-n state. In the simulations
for Figure 3.5c, for example, the system rapidly evolved to a 1-1 or 1-2 state when the mean signal
of group B exceeded a threshold of 0.35, indicating partial alignment.
Simulations were also carried out to determine the effects of group size and frequency hetero-
geneity on the probability of the system residing in the 1-c chimera state. For the homogeneous
frequency system, the probability of the 1-c state increases with increasing group size, as shown
in Figure 3.5d, where the 1-1 state is exhibited when the chimera state is not found. Also shown
in Figure 3.5d is the lifetime of asynchronous states that collapsed to synchronized states. The
relatively short lifetime of these collapsing states is almost constant, and they apparently arise
from initial conditions unfavorable to finding the chimera state. In contrast, the system with a
distribution of oscillatory frequencies exhibits chimera lifetimes that increase approximately expo-
nentially with increasing system size, Figure 3.5d. No asymptotically stable chimera is observed
in this system for this level of period heterogeneity (41.0 ± 2.1); however, extremely long-lived 1-c
states are observed for larger system sizes (> 104 periods for N = 70).
The small-amplitude mean signal of the chimera in the homogeneous frequency system is illus-
trated in Figure 3.6a, as well as the large-amplitude mean signal of the system when the initial
conditions lead quickly to a synchronized 1-1 state. Figure 3.6b shows a long-lived chimera in the
heterogeneous frequency system, with a noisy small-amplitude mean signal, along with the collapse
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of a chimera to a synchronized 1-1 state for the same conditions but with a different initial phase
distribution. Figure 3.6c shows a long-lived chimera state along with a chimera collapsing to a
synchronized 1:1 state in two experiments with the same conditions.
The effects of period heterogeneity on the chimera lifetime can be seen in a plot of mean lifetime
as a function of the standard deviation of the period distribution, shown in Figure 3.6d. The mean
lifetime dramatically increases at low heterogeneity of the oscillator population. The simulations
indicate that there is a small but finite range of very low period heterogeneity in which the chimera
states are asymptotically stable.
Our studies of coupled chemical oscillators show that the heterogeneous frequency system,
corresponding to the experiments and associated simulations, exhibits chimera, cluster and fully
synchronized states. The chimera lifetime grows approximately exponentially with system size
(Figure 3.5d), and we find evidence of asymptotically stable chimera behavior at very low levels of
heterogeneity (Fig. 3.6d). Interestingly, simulations of the homogeneous frequency system indicate
that asymptotically stable chimera states occur and increase in occurrence with increasing system
size (Figure 3.5d.) This is in contrast with recent studies by Wolfrumand and Omel’chenko [47],
which demonstrate that the chimera state is transient for finite system sizes for identical phase
oscillators. This suggests that the relaxation oscillations of the BZ system lend stability to the
chimera state, as this is the primary feature that differs between these systems. We note that
extremely long-lived chimera states in our simulations do not provide unequivocal evidence for
asymptotic stability of these states.
The chimera behavior found in our experiments and corresponding simulations of the hetero-
geneous frequency system is similar in many respects to the behavior found by Wolfrumand and
Omel’chenko [47] in a homogeneous phase oscillator model. These authors point out that above
small system sizes, the chimera state becomes very long- lived, and the behavior is much like that
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Figure 3.6. Long-lived and transient chimera states in simulations and experiments. (a) Time
series for chimera state (blue) and transient to a 1-1 state (red) in the homogeneous frequency
model, with N = 60. (b) Chimera state (blue) and collapse to synchronization (red) in the
heterogeneous frequency model, with N = 60. (c) Sustained chimera state (blue) and example
of a collapse to synchronization (red) in experiment, with kA = 3.0, kAB = −1.0 in both cases.
(d) Time to collapse in the heterogeneous frequency model as a function of standard deviation of
the parameter q determining the period, with N = 40. The dashed line shows the approximate
location of the asymptote of the divergent chimera lifetime. Other parameters for (a), (b), and (d)
as in Figure 3.5. The time series shown in (a), (b), and (c) are the mean signal for group B, with
the blue time series offset for illustration purposes.
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Figure 3.7. Continuity results showing stable regions for the 1-1, 1-c and 1-n states vs time delay
(τ).
observed in the thermodynamic limit, N →∞.
3.7 Multistability Experiments
Continuity methods in simulations demonstrate that the chimera is embedded in a region of
multistability, with the 1-1 state occurring over the entire range of kA and small regions of higher-
order 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4 cluster states also occurring as shown in Figure 3.7.
Experiments to demonstrate multistability of states were carried out using perturbation meth-
ods. Experiments were initiated as before, with oscillators in group A synchronized, while those in
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Figure 3.8. Experiment showing stable 1-3 culster state before perturbation and 1-1 state after
perturbation.
group B had a random phase distribution. The coupling was introduced for 20 min. The sytem was
perturbed by turning off the coupling in group B for 5 min. The coupling scheme was reintroduced
for a further 20 min. As shown in Figure 3.8, the system initially evolved to a 1-3 state, but after
pertubation a 1-1 state was observed. Other cluster states, 1-2 and 1-4, were observed with the
same conditions and parameters as the chimera state.
3.8 Summary
In conclusion, the chimera state in populations of coupled chemical oscillators is made up of sub-
populations that display coherent and incoherent oscillations but are otherwise exactly the same.
The chimera behavior is not the result of frequency heterogeneity in our system, since, in fact,
frequency heterogeneity reduces the lifetime and hence the likelihood of finding the state (Figure
3.6d). Chemical oscillators are stiff, relaxation oscillators, which may give rise to important differ-
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ences in their chimera behavior from the more idealized theoretical models. The semi-synchronized
state in this system remains to be fully characterized, but we believe that it may be the result of
transient phase clusters (switchers) that are known to occur in related globally-coupled BZ sys-
tems [11, 13, 45]. Demonstrations of chimera states in experimental systems [48–50] motivated the
study discussed in the next chapter of the original Kuramoto-like coupling structure of chemical
oscillators.
The chimera’s very existence is a surprise, and we note that this peculiar dynamical behavior
could be of importance in certain biological and physical systems. Many birds as well as dolphins
sleep with “one eye open” in the sense that one hemisphere of the brain is “in sync” while the
other is asynchronous [22, 51]. In addition, the simultaneous appearance of laminar and turbulent
regions in Couette flow [52] represents the coexistence of coherent and incoherent behavior.
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Chapter 4
Chimera States in Populations of
Nonlocally Coupled Chemical Oscillators
4.1 Introduction
The interest in chimera states continues to grow since their discovery in 2002 by Kuramoto
and Battogtokh [1]. Kuramoto et al. [1] used a nonlocal coupling scheme in a system of oscillators
in a ring configuration. Nonlocal coupling schemes, where each oscillator is coupled to a range
of nearby oscillators, lie between the extremes of global and local coupling [1–8]. For example,
nonlocal coupling is found in neuronal networks. Kuramoto et al. [1] used an exponential coupling
function to achieve nonlocal coupling of the oscillators. Abrams et al. [3, 4] used a cosine kernel
to find an exact solution for a chimera state on a ring of identical phase oscillators. In 2008,
Sethia et al. [5] included delay to a system of phase oscillators and discovered clustered chimera
states. Chimera states have also been reported in 2D systems. In the 2D system, the chimera
state can take the form of a synchronized spiral wave rotating around a region of unsynchronized
oscillators [2]. Recently, Panaggio et al. [9] reported chimera states on a flat torus, including an
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asymmetric chimera state and other forms of chimera states, which were described as ’spot’ and
’stripe’ chimeras. Numerical and experimental studies have demonstrated the robustness of chimera
states. Examples of experimental systems where chimera states have been found include coupled-
map lattices (CML) studied by Hagerstrom et al. [10], populations of chemical oscillators studied
by Tinsley et al. [11], and populations of mechanical oscillators studied by Martins et al. [12]. A
detailed descripition of a two-group coupling scheme in populations of chemical oscillators is found
in Chapter 3.
This chapter describes synchronization studies of a population of coupled chemical oscillators
in a ring configuration. Oscillators are coupled in a Kuramoto-like, scheme with nearest neighbors
experiencing the strongest coupling, which decreases exponentially with distance, as shown in
Figure 4.1. Periodic boundary conditions are used to create the ring configuration. The dynamical
behavior of heterogeneous oscillators in both experiments and simulations is discussed. In addition
to the classical chimera state and phase-cluster chimera states, phase-wave chimera states and
complex coexistence of these states are dicussed.
4.2 Nonlocal Coupling Scheme
This study explores the dynamics of nonlocally coupled chemical oscillators arranged in a ring
configuration. The coupling relation is governed by an exponential decay function given by
K = K
′
exp[−κ |(ρ− j)|] (4.1)
where K
′
and κ are constants that govern the effective coupling strength and range of each oscil-
lator. The coupling radius is the number of neighbors on each side of oscillator j that are coupled
to it. Equation (4.1) shows that coupling strength decreases with oscillator proximity.
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Figure 4.1. Coupling strength vs ith neighbor for different values of κ with K
′
= 1; κ = 0.2
(blue), κ = 0.4 (green), κ = 0.6 (red), and κ = 2.0 (purple).
Figure 4.2. Nonlocal coupling illustrated for oscillator indexed j = 1 with a coupling radius of n
= 3.
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Figure 4.1 shows that increasing κ decreases the coupling range and coupling strength of the
oscillator. For high values of κ, each oscillator strongly interacts with its nearest neighbor. For κ =
2, the effective coupling strength is approximately 8 times weaker than κ = 0.2. Nonlocal coupling
is an intermediate coupling between local coupling and gobal coupling. Increasing the value of κ or
decreasing the coupling radius shifts the behavior of the system toward a locally coupled system,
while decreasing the value of κ or as the coupling radius approaches N
2
, where N is the population
size, the system shifts toward becoming globally coupled. Random and special initial conditions
were used in this investigation. With special initial conditions, a fraction of oscillators in the group
are synchronized prior to introducing the nonlocal coupling scheme. Figure 4.2 shows a simplified
representation of a nonlocally coupled network.
4.3 Experiments
Experiments were carried out using the photosensitive Belousov-Zhabotinky (BZ) system de-
scribed in Chapter 2. The appropriate light perturbation φj from the SLM was calculated according
to the coupling relation
φj = φ0 +
j+n∑
ρ=j−n
K(Iρ(t− τ)− Ij(t)), (4.2)
where φ0 is the background light intensity [11], τ is a time delay [5] in the feedback from neighboring
oscillator ρ to oscillator j, n is the coupling radius, and j = 1, 2, ..., N . The experiments were
carried out with 40 oscillators in a ring configuration, coupled according to the coupling function
K defined in equation (4.1).
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4.3.1 Chimera State from Quasi-Random Initial Phase Distribution
Figure 4.3 shows an example of typical experimental behavior with 40 chemical oscillators. A
snapshot of the phase of each oscillator at t = 1220 s is shown in Figure 4.3a. We see a group
of synchronized oscillators with oscillator index j = 9 − 17 and unsynchronized oscillators with
j = 1−8 and j = 30−40. Also shown are oscillators that form a diagonal feature with j = 18−29,
which represents a wave of synchronized behavior. Video images show that the wave emanates
from a group of unsynchronized oscillators, as discussed below [13].
Figure 4.3b shows the phase calculated from the measured gray level as a function of time
for each of the oscillators. The spontaneous appearance of the group of synchronized oscillators
can be seen at t ≈ 300 s. The diagonal wave feature occurs at t ≈ 600 − 1080 s, and, at
t ≈ 1200− 1400 s, it transforms into a group of synchronized oscillators that are out of phase with
the original synchronized group. Figure 4.3c shows the period of each oscillator for two different
times, demonstrating that the simultaneous firing of the synchronized oscillators gives rise to a
shorter oscillatory period than that of the unsynchronized oscillators.
The evolution of the chimera state in terms of the local order parameter R [8], defined by
R(j, t) =
1
2m
∣∣∣∣∣
j+m∑
ρ=j−m
exp(iθ(ρ, t))
∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.3)
is shown in Figure 4.3d, where j = 1, 2, ..., N , and m is the sampling radius. The value of R is
color coded such that red corresponds to large R and high order and blue to small R and low
order. The high order of the original group of synchronized oscillators can be seen as well as
the region of synchronization appearing at t ≈ 1080 s. The remaining unsynchronized oscillators
make up the surrounding regions of low order. Size oscillations of the synchronized group occur as
the higher-frequency oscillators “lap” the unsynchronized oscillators, and neighboring oscillators
transiently join the synchronized group when their phases align.
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Many nonlocal coupling experiments were carried out, some with quasi-random distributions of
the initial phases and others with special initial conditions. In the first case, a group of synchronized
oscillators typically appeared spontaneously, similar to the behavior shown in Figure 4.3b.
4.3.2 Chimera State from Special Initial Conditions
In experiments with special initial conditions, a group of synchronized oscillators was produced
by using perturbations in illumination intensity, while the remaining oscillators had a quasi-random
distribution of phases. In these experiments, the region of synchronization typically evolved in
time, either disappearing with another synchronized region appearing or shifting to another region
among the unsynchronized oscillators. Figure 4.4 shows an example of an experiment initiated
from special conditions, where a synchronized group of oscillators with oscillator index j = 9 - 17
coexists with unsynchronized oscillators with j = 1 - 8 and j = 18 - 30. The time evolution of the
phases in Figure 4.4b and the local order parameter in Figure 4.4d show size oscillations of the
synchronized group of oscillators. Figure 4.4c shows distributions of the period at two different
times.
4.3.3 Synchronized States
The photosensitive chemical oscillators have an inherent distribution in the oscillatory period
that arises from the size distribution of the catalytic particles. The oscillator populations with this
distribution allowed full and cluster synchronization of the oscillators in addition to the chimera
state for the same conditions. Attaining the synchronized state ensured that a partially entrained
state with synchronized and unsynchronized oscillators arising from an overly broad frequency
distribution did not occur [6, 14]. The fully synchronized stated and the synchronized clusters are
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Figure 4.3. Experimental behavior of 40 oscillators coupled according to Eq. (4.2) in a ring
configuration, with n = 10, κ = 0.5, K ′ = 1, τ = 30 s. The experiment was started with a
quasi-random initial phase distribution of the oscillators. (a) Snapshot showing the phase of each
oscillator at t = 1220 s. (b) Phase of each oscillator as a function of time. (c) Period of each
oscillator at t = 900 (blue +), 1500 (red •) s. (d) Local order parameter R according to Eq. (4.3)
as a function of time, with m = 3.
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Figure 4.4. Experimental behavior of 40 oscillators coupled according to Eq. (4.2) in a ring
configuration, with n = 10, κ = 0.5, K ′ = 1, τ = 30 s. The experiment was started with a special
initial phase distribution of the oscillators. (a) Snapshot showing the phase of each oscillator at
t = 1220 s. (b) Phase of each oscillator as a function of time. (c) Period of each oscillator at
t = 900 (blue +), 1500 (red •) s. (d) Local order parameter R according to Eq. (4.3) as a function
of time, with m = 3.
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shown in Figure 4.5.
4.3.4 Phase-Cluster Chimera States
In addition to chimera states with phasewave behavior, we also find phase-cluster chimera
states [5], where two or more out-of-phase groups of synchronized oscillators coexist with unsyn-
chronized oscillators. Figure 4.6 shows a snapshot of the phase of each oscillator in an experimental
phase-cluster chimera at t = 1206 s. We see two clusters of synchronized oscillators having the
same phase with j = 5 − 10 and j = 22 − 29 and a third out-of-phase cluster with j = 33 − 37.
The local order parameter R as a function of time in Figure 4.6 shows that these clusters persist,
and, interestingly, that the first cluster displays prominent antiphase size oscillations. The cluster
grows in one direction by recruiting neighboring oscillators and then grows on the opposite side
by recruiting these neighboring oscillators.
4.3.5 Phase-Wave Chimera States
In Figure 4.3, we see three types of behavior coexisting, in-phase synchronized, phase-wave
behavior and unsynchronized groups of oscillators. Figure 4.7 shows experimental behavior of a
frequency synchronized group of oscillators with a constant phase difference (phase wave) coexisting
with an unsynchronized group of oscillators. The phase snapshot at t = 1200 s shows oscillators
indexed j = 1 − 7 and j = 32 − 40 in a wave-like structure and oscillators indexed j = 8 − 31
are unsynchronized. The wave behavior seems to connect two groups of unsynchronized oscillators
indexed j = 8 − 21 and j = 22 − 31. Analysis of the variations of the period as a function of
time confirms that the behavior persists for at least 15 periods, as shown in Figure 4.7b. The plot
of period as function of time for oscillator indexed j = 8, belonging to the phase-wave group of
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Figure 4.5. Synchronized experimental behavior of 40 oscillators in a ring configuration, with
n = 10, κ = 0.5, K ′ = 1, τ = 30 s. The experiment was started with a quasi-random initial phase
distribution of the oscillators. (a) Phase snapshot of the fully synchronized state at t = 1220 s
(bottom panel) and time evolution of the phases of the oscillators (top panel). (b) Snapshot of
synchronized clusters, with the phase of each oscillator at t = 1220 s (bottom panel) and phases
of the oscillators as a function of time (top panel).
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Figure 4.6. (a) Measurements showing experimental phase-cluster chimera in 40 coupled BZ
oscillators, with n = 10, κ = 0.8, K ′ = 1.0, and τ = 30.0 s. The experiment was started with a
quasi-random initial phase distribution; the snapshot shows the phase of each oscillator at t = 1206
s. (b) Local order parameter R of oscillators in (a) as a function of time, with m = 3.
oscillators, shows an approximately constant period with small fluctuations due to experimental
noise. The period evolution of oscillator indexed j = 18, which belongs to the unsynchronized
group, shows irregular variations with time. The period of the phase-wave synchronized oscillators
is longer that the period of the in-phase synchronized oscillators but shorter than the average
natural period of the oscillators.
4.4 Simulations
Simulations of the nonlocally coupled chemical oscillators were carried out using the two-
variable ZBKE model for the BZ reaction [15], modified to describe the photosensitivity of the
Ru(bpy)3+ catalyzed discrete oscillator system as described in Chapter 2:
φj = φ0 +
j+n∑
ρ=j−n
K(Zρ(t− τ)− Zj(t)), (4.4)
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Figure 4.7. (a) A snapshot of experimental phase-wave chimera behavior at t = 600 s. (b) Period
as a function of time for the oscillators indexed j = 18 (blue) and j = 38 (red).
where Zj is the concentration of the oxidized form of the catalyst associated with the j
th oscillator
and the other parameters are the same as in Eq. (4.2).
4.4.1 Chimera State
Figure 4.8 shows behavior from a simulation of the nonlocally coupled BZ oscillator system,
where a group of oscillators spontaneously synchronized at t ≈ 2.0 × 103 to form a chimera state
of synchronized and unsynchronized oscillators. Figure 4.8a shows a snapshot of the phase of
each oscillator at t = 1.90× 104. This type of chimera behavior, with one relatively stable region
of synchronized oscillators surrounded by unsynchronized oscillators, was seen frequently in our
experiments and simulations. The phase of each oscillator as a function of time in Figure 4.8b
illustrates the stability of the synchronized group, but also illustrates the complex behavior of the
unsynchronized oscillators, which tend to form transient diagonal wave features as well as transient
in-phase or out-of-phase synchronization of a few oscillators. Figure 4.8c shows that the period
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of the synchronized oscillators is significantly shorter than that of the unsynchronized oscillators,
much like the experimental systems shown in Figures 4.3c and 4.4c. Figure 4.8d illustrates the
evolution of the chimera state according to the local order parameter R in Eq. (4.3). We again see
features that correspond to size variations of the synchronized group, although in this example the
changes are irregular. We also note that within the unsynchronized oscillator region, small patches
of fleeting behavior with slightly higher order can be discerned, corresponding to the transient
synchronization shown in Figure 4.8b.
Several different types of chimera behavior were found in our experiments and simulations,
including phase-cluster states and phase-wave chimera states.
4.4.2 Phase-Cluster Chimera States
Phase-cluster chimera state observed in the experiments described in Figure 4.4 were also seen
in simulations. The phase-clusters spontaneously formed from initial random phase distributions
or formed from splitting of the synchronized group. The splitting can be from a spontaneously
formed synchronized group as in Figure 4.3c at t ≈ 1200− 1400 or from the initially synchronized
group in experiments initiated from special conditions. Figure 4.9 shows a two-phase cluster state.
Two out-of-phase clusters are clearly seen in Figure 4.9a and the persistence of the behavior is
shown in Figure 4.9b. The behavior lasted for the entire duration of the simulation, although there
were occassional cluster size fluctuactions. In Figure 4.9b, the cluster at j = 11 − 16 increases
during the time interval t = 2500 - 2570. These size fluctuations are due to occassional ‘lapping’
discussed earlier. Once formed, the synchronized group did not significantly shift from the initial
cluster. The sizes of the clusters varied significantly with the initial phase distribution.
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Figure 4.8. Model simulations of 40 coupled heterogeneous BZ oscillators in a ring configuration,
with n = 10, κ = 0.4, K ′ = 6.3× 10−5, τ = 35.0, and φ0 = 1.6× 10−4. The simulation was started
with a random initial phase distribution. (a) Snapshot showing the phase of each oscillator at
t = 1.90× 104. (b) Phase of each oscillator as a function of time. (c) Period of each oscillator at
t = 1.85 × 104 (blue +), 1.90 × 104 (red •). (d) Local order parameter R as a function of time,
with m = 3.
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Figure 4.9. Model simulations of 40 coupled heterogeneous BZ oscillators in a ring configuration,
with n = 10, κ = 0.4, K ′ = 6.3× 10−5, τ = 35.0, and φ0 = 1.6× 10−4. The simulation was started
with a random initial phase distribution. (a) Snapshot showing the phase of each oscillator at
t = 3.80× 103. (b) Local order parameter R as a function of time, with m = 3.
4.4.3 Phase-Wave Chimera States
The phase wave behavior described in Figures 4.3 and 4.7 was also found in simulations, as
shown in Figure 4.10a. The wave behavior is clearly seen in the snapshot of the oscillator phases
at t = 1.93× 104.
Video images [13] show that the waves are initiated from a small region of unsynchronized
oscillators, with oscillator index j = 30 − 34. On the right-hand side, the wave travels along the
diagonal, j = 35 − 40, where it continues through the periodic boundry to j = 1 − 9. The wave
on the left-hand side, j = 24 − 29, travels to a group of unsynchronized oscillators, j = 10 − 23,
corresponding to the collision region of the two waves. The phase of each oscillator as a function of
time shows the persistence of the wave features, Figure 4.10b. Complex behavior is again seen in
the unsynchronized oscillators, with small groups becoming transiently synchronized in wave-like
structures.
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Figure 4.10. Simulations of phase-wave chimera, where the red lines have been added to guide
the eye. Model simulations of 40 coupled heterogeneous BZ oscillators, with n = 10, κ = 0.4,
K ′ = 6.3× 10−5, τ = 35.0, and φ0 = 1.6× 10−4. The simulation was started with a random initial
phase distribution. (a) Snapshot shows phase of each oscillator at time t = 1.93× 104. (b) Phase
of each oscillator in (a) as a function of time.
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4.5 Spiral Chimera States
Simulations based on the photosensitive BZ oscillator model have also been carried out in a
planar two-dimensional configuration. We use the same nonlocal coupling, with the separation of
the oscillators determined by the Pythagorean distance according to the oscillator indices in the
square lattice, which is typically made up of 50× 50 oscillators. The spiral cores of asynchronous
oscillators meander in an irregular manner, with the form of the meandering sensitive to the value
of the delay τ . Figures 4a and 4b show snapshots of pairs of initially symmetrical counter-rotating
spirals at t = 3500 for two slightly different values of τ . A 2D local order parameter can be calcu-
lated through generalization of Equation (4.3), and the value of R at each point in Figures 4.11a
and 4.11b is shown in Figures 4.11c and 4.11d. The meander of the asynchronous core is tracked
by following the minimum in R, and Figure 4.11c, corresponding to the nearly symmetrical spiral
pair in Figure 4.11a, illustrates the case in which the asynchronous cores undergo approximately
random-walk behavior. We have observed cases in which the mean-squared displacement is linear
with time, although we also find deviations from this behavior. Figure 4.11d, corresponding to the
asymmetric spiral pair in Figure 4.11b, shows larger irregular motions of the cores of asynchronous
oscillators. The irregular motion in both cases is similar to that of reaction-diffusion spiral cores
in the presence of spatiotemporal noise imposed on the medium excitability [16].
The irregular meandering behavior arises from the interaction of the core of asynchronous oscil-
lators with the spiral wave tip. As the tip rotates, it experiences different asynchronous oscillators,
which, depending on the oscillator phase, cause the tip to grow or contract. The interaction may
occur with more than the outer “boundary” asynchronous oscillators when transient phase align-
ment occurs with the interior oscillators, leading to larger fluctuations of the spiral tip. Changes
in the spiral tip also lead to distortions of the shape of the core of asynchronous oscillators.
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Figure 4.11. Simulations of spiral chimera states in populations of BZ oscillators. The system is
composed of 50×50 oscillators in a square lattice configuration, with a coupling radius of n = 4 and
fixed boundary conditions. Top images show the phase of each oscillator in the lattice at t = 3500
for values of delay τ = 4.0 (a) and 3.4 (b). Each simulation is initiated with a pair of symmetric
counter rotating spirals, with τ = 0. The delay is switched on at t = 500 and the simulation is
continued to t = 3500. Images (c) and (d) show the local order parameter R at t = 3500. The
dark blue line shows the trajectory of the minimum in R between t = 700 and 3500. Parameters:
κ = 0.3, K ′ = 1.4× 10−3, and φ0 = 1.1× 10−4.
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4.6 Summary
Chimera, phase-wave, phase-cluster chimera states, and synchronized states were observed
in both experiments and simulations. In addition to these states, coexisting groups of in-phase
synchronized, phase-wave synchronized, and asychronous oscillators were observed. These states
are further analyzed in Chapter 5. The spontaneous formation of chimera states from quasi-
random initial phase distributions in experiments and random phase distributions in simulations
suggests that the initial conditions do not play a crictical role in the formation of chimera states
in our system. In the previous work, initial conditions were key to the observation of chimera
states in the two-group model. Most studies, including the original chimera work by Kuramoto
et. al [1] used populations of homogeneous oscillations. The differences in some of the observed
behavior could be related to the frequency distribution in our system and the relaxation nature of
the oscillations. Studies, which include systems of homogeneous chemical oscillators are discussed
in the next chapter.
Experiments and modeling studies of chimera behavior in 1D ring configurations provide in-
sights into spiral chimera behavior in 2D. The origin of wave behavior in both 1D and 2D is a group
of asynchronous oscillators. The 1D out-of-phase wave initiation shown in Fig. 4.10a is analogous
to the 2D spiral wave behavior shown in [13]. The size variations of the groups of synchronized
oscillators seen in both 1D experiments and simulations are related to the meandering behavior of
the core of asynchronous oscillators in 2D reported in [13]. The phase-wave behavior in Fig. 4.7
is possibly transient behavior leading to splay states.
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Chapter 5
Analysis of Dynamical Regimes in
Coupled Chemical Oscillators
5.1 Introduction
Chimera states in nonlocally coupled oscillators have been found in populations of oscillators
with different types of dynamical behavior, which include phase oscillators [1, 2, 4? ], chemical
oscillators [5–7], and model neuron oscillators [8, 9]. Variations from the typical classical chimera
have been observed through modifications to the coupling structure, such as including delay and
changing coupling strength. Phase-cluster chimera states, with multiple coherent regions, have
been observed in systems with delay [5, 6, 10–13], strong coupling [8, 14] and also with a piecewise
linear nonlocal coupling function [15, 16]. In these states, adjacent coherent regions have opposite
phases. Phase-wave chimera states have been observed in heterogeneous populations of chemical
oscillators [5]. These are made of oscillators forming a coherent wave structure coexisting with an
incoherent group. Nonstationary chimeras have recently been reported in numerical investigations
of the nonlocal, strongly coupled complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (NLCGE) [14]. In addition
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to amplitude variations associated with the strong coupling, drifting of the coherent-incoherent
patterns were reported with a two-cluster chimera. As a result of the coherent unidirectional drift
around a ring configuration, each oscillator exhibits coherent or incoherent behavior depending on
the sampling time.
A ring network of oscillators with a coupling relation described by the equation (4.1) was
used in the work described here. In Chapter 4, experiments and simulations were carried out
with 40 oscillators. Here, we discuss the different dynamical regimes observed as κ and N are
varied independently in populations of chemical oscillators. The numerical investigation includes
populations of homogeneous oscillators, each of which has the same frequency. We use different
approaches to characterize the dynamical regimes, which include plots of the mean period, next
return maps, local order parameter plots, and Fourier transformations. Detailed descriptions of
synchronized, phase dispersed (PD), chimera, periodic switching, and drifting chimera states are
given in Section 5.4.
5.2 Varying κ
5.2.1 Summary of Experiment Results
In experiments, κ was varied from κ = 0.2 - 1.0 (see Eq. (4.1)). Figure 5.1 shows a summary of
the dynamical states observed in the experiments. Synchronized states were the dominant behavior
observed for κ = 0.2 - 0.3, chimera states for κ = 0.4 - 0.7, and unsynchronized states for κ =
0.8 - 1.0. The fully synchronized states have all the oscillators phase-locked into one group or in
phase-clusters (n-cluster state). Figure 5.1(a) shows a snapshot of the fully synchronized 1-cluster
state. The oscillators have approximately the same period, as inferred from the time evolution
of the phase in Figure 5.1(a)(ii), which also shows the persistence of the behavior. Synchronized
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Figure 5.1. Summary of dynamical states observed in experiments. (a) Fully synchronized state,
(b) phase-cluster state, (c) chimera state, and (d) the unsynchronized state.
phase clusters were observed for κ = 0.3 - 0.4. In phase-cluster states, oscillators are permanently
locked in their synchronized groups and all oscillators have close to the same period. Figure 5.1(b)
shows a phase-cluster state with 40 oscillators. Oscillators indexed j = 1− 8 and j = 21− 40 form
one cluster, while oscillators j = 9 − 20 make up the other cluster, as shown in Figure 5.1(b)(i).
The corresponding phase as function of time is shown in Figure 5.1(b)(ii), which shows an interval
of eight periods.
Chimera behavior is characterized by synchronous group(s) of oscillators coexisting with un-
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synchronized oscillators. Typical experimental chimera behavior is shown in Figure 5.1(c). Fig-
ure 5.1(c)(i) shows a snaphot of a chimera state with synchronized oscillators, j = 1 − 12 and
j = 32 − 40, and random phases for oscillators j = 13 − 31. The corresponding Figure 5.1(c)(ii)
shows the persistence of the chimera behavior. For high κ, the oscillators exhibit a distribution of
phases and unsychronized phase-drifting behavior with time, as shown in Figures 5.1(d)(i) and (ii),
respectively. High κ corresponds to weak interactions between the oscillators; hence, the behavior
is largely asynchronous. The phase drifting is a consequence of heterogeneity of the oscillators in
the experiments.
5.3 Simulation Results
5.3.1 Varying κ
The behavior varied from complete synchronization to an asychronous state with increasing κ.
In Figure 5.2(a), the homogeneous system shows a high likelihood of finding fully synchronized
states for κ = 0.2 - 0.3, and the phase dispersed state (PD) is the dominant behavior for κ ≥ 0.4.
With high κ, the interactions are too weak to bring the oscillators together in phase. However,
the oscillators exhibit phase locking behavior since they have an identical natural frequency. For
κ = 0.4, chimera-like states were found in only 2 out of 50 realizations. Random initial phase
alignment of nearest neigbhors contributes to the initiation of the synchronized behavior of these
chimera-like states. The observations show a dependence of the occurence of chimera-like states
on the initial phase distribution, which was reported in earlier studies [1, 17? ].
In heterogeneous systems, the chimera-like states exist for κ = 0.2 - 0.7 and they occur more of-
ten compared to the homogeneous system, as shown in Figure 5.2(b). Occasional phase alignment
of oscillators with different frequencies increases the likelihood of initiating synchronized behav-
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Figure 5.2. The likelihood of finding a chimera-like states as a function of coupling strength; (a)
homogeneous oscillators and (b) heterogeneous oscillators; fully synchronized state (red), chimera-
like states (green), asynchronous state (blue). Simulations were initiated from a random phase
distribution of 40 oscillators. Counts are from 50 different initial random distributions per each
value of K. (c) The probability of finding chimera-like states in systems of homogeneous (green)
and heterogeneous (blue) oscillators.
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ior. As shown in Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b), the chimera state coexists with a fully synchronized
state. Table 4.1 summarizes the dynamical behavior observed in simulations and experiment. The
chimera-like states include the classical chimera, phase-cluster chimera, periodic switching or phase
slipping behavior, and drifting phase-cluster chimera states.
5.3.2 Varying N
The effect of group size on the likelihood of finding chimera-like states was investigated with
both homogeneous and heterogeneous groups of oscillators. N was varied while keeping the coupling
radius, ρ = 10, and the coupling constant, κ = 0.4, the same. The value of κ chosen corresponds
to the region with a high probability of finding chimera-like states in both systems of oscillators,
as can be seen in Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b). The probability of finding a chimera-like state with
varying N is shown in Figure 5.2(c). There was no significant change in the probability of finding
chimera-like states in groups of homogeneous oscillators; for 20 ≤ N ≤ 100 the probability was
always less than 0.2.
In heterogeneous systems, the probability of finding chimera-like states was observed to increase
with system size for 20 ≤ N ≤ 80. Only synchronized states were observed for 20 ≤ N ≤ 30. For
this range of N, the system’s behavior is close to that of a globally coupled system (ρ = N
2
). The
graph plateaus for N≥ 80 oscillators, which means that the occurrence of the chimera-like states
becomes less dependent on system size for large N.
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Table 5.1. Summary of the different observed behaviors
κ Homogeneous system Heterogeneous system Experimental system
0.2 1-Cluster, n-Cluster 1-Cluster 1-Cluster
0.3 1-Cluster 1-Cluster 1-Cluster
n-Cluster n-Cluster 1-Cluster
Phase slip Switchers
0.4 1-Cluster 1-Cluster 1-Cluster
n-Cluster Chimera Chimera
Phase slip Switchers Switchers
Chimera Phase wave chimera
Drifting chimera 1-Cluster
0.5 1-Cluster Chimera Chimera, 1-Cluster
Phase dispersed Phase dispersed Phase dispersed
0.6 1-Cluster Chimera Chimera
Phase dispersed Phase dispersed Phase dispersed
0.7 Phase dispersed Phase dispersed Chimera, Phase dispersed
0.8 - 1.0 Phase dispersed Phase dispersed Phase dispersed
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5.4 Analysis of Experimental and Numerical Results
5.4.1 Phase Dispersed State
We use “phase dispersed” state to describe a state where the oscillators have a distribution
of phases and each oscillator exhibits periodic behavior (natural period). The description dis-
tinguishes the phase dispersed (PD) state from an asynchronous state, which we use to describe
phase dispersed oscillators exhibiting aperiodic behavior. Phase dispersed states were observed for
κ ≥ 0.8 in simulations, using either homogeneous or heterogeneous oscillators, and in experiments.
In experiments (Figure 5.3(a)) and simulations of heterogeneous oscillators (Figure 5.3(b)), the
phase relations of the oscillators change with time, since the oscillators have different periods. The
phase distributions shown in the snapshots in Figure 5.3(a)(i) and 5.3(b)(i) are, therefore, not
stationary. Each oscillator in the group exhibits its natural periodic behavior. The patches of
high local order parameter values (orange to red color) in Figures 5.3(a)(i) and (b)(i) are a result
of occasional phase alignment of neighboring oscillators, as the faster oscillators ‘lap’ the slower
oscillators. In homogeneous systems, the oscillators have randomly distributed phases, as shown
in Figure 5.3(c)(i). A plot of the time dependent local order parameter shows constant values for
each oscillator, which indicates that the oscillators are phase-locked.
5.4.2 Synchronized States
The fully synchronized states are associated with strong coupling and smaller group sizes.
Synchronized states in populations of heterogeneous oscillators are discussed in Section 4.3.3.
Figure 5.4(a) shows phase clusters in a system of 40 homogeneous BZ oscillators. The snapshot
shows a 2-phase cluster state with oscillators j = 9 − 29 forming one cluster and the remainder
of the oscillators making up the second cluster. The blue line shows a snaphot of the local order
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Figure 5.3. (a) Phase dispersed state in the experimental system. The experiment was started
with a quasi-random phase distribution. (b), (c) Model simulations with 40 BZ oscillators. The
simulations were started with a random phase distribution. (b) Phase dispersed state in heteroge-
neous oscillators. (c) Phase dispersed state in homogeneous oscillators
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Figure 5.4. Phase-cluster state from model simulation of 40 homogeneous BZ oscillators. (a)
A snapshot of the phase of each oscillator (red dots) and local order parameter (blue line) at
time t = 1.8 × 104. (b) Phases of the oscillators with time. (c) Local order parameter values
of each oscillator as a function of time. The simulation was started with a random initial phase
distribution.
parameter, calculated using Eq. (4.3). The clusters are pi out of phase with each other, as shown
in Figure 5.4(b). Oscillators j = 9 − 11 and j = 29 − 31 have lower local order parameter
values because they are out of phase with their neighbors. The local order parameter used in
this description (Eq. (4.3)) quantifies the level of in-phase synchrony. However, a constant R
value provides information about the phase relations between neighboring oscillators (Figure 5.4
(c)). Phase-cluster states exist in the same parameter region as the fully sychronized state in both
populations of homogeneous and heterogeneous oscillators
5.4.3 Chimera States
5.4.3.1 Chimera States in Experiments
Figure 5.5(a) shows a snapshot of a chimera state with synchronized oscillators, j = 12 − 19,
coexisting with an asynchronous group, j = 1− 11 and 20− 40. The experiment was started with
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a special initial phase distribution, with oscillators j = 1 − 20 synchronized, as shown in Figure
5.5(b). The nonlocal coupling was introduced at t = 300 s. The synchronized group evolved to
an optimum size and the behavior persisted for the duration of the experiment. A scatter plot
of 25 periods of each oscillator in Figure 5.5(c) shows distributions of periods for asynchronous
oscillators. The period of the synchronized oscillators was approximately the same for the duration
of the experiment.
Figure 5.5(d) shows power spectra of three of the oscillators in the system. Oscillator j = 15
(blue) exhibits synchronous behavior and has narrow peaks compared to the broader peaks of the
asynchronous oscillators j = 11 and 23. Oscillator j = 23 (green) has a smaller signal at the
dominant frequency of oscillator j = 15, which confirms some entrainement by the synchronized
group. In contrast, oscillator j = 11 does not show siginificant entrainment by the neighboring
synchronized group. The spectra of the asynchronous oscillators exhibit a spread in frequency not
observed in the spectrum of the oscillator j = 15. The insert shows an expanded view of the power
spectrum of oscillator j = 11.
The distributions of periods and the Fourier transform analysis have confirmed the presence of
coexisting subpopulations of synchronous and asynchronous behavior in the experiments.
5.4.3.2 Chimera States in Homogeneous Chemical Oscillators
Typical chimera behavior, consisting of phase synchronized oscillators and phase drifting oscil-
lators, was observed with group sizes of N = 40 − 50 oscillators. With increasing group size, ad-
ditional phase dispersed oscillators were found to coexist with the synchronized and asynchronous
subgroups. The three coexisting subgroups were observed in populations of N ≥ 60. Figure 5.6
shows model simulation of the behavior of 90 identical BZ oscillators. Oscillators j = 62 − 82
are phase sychronized with small phase shifts between neighboring oscillators. Within the syn-
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Figure 5.5. Experiment showing a chimera state. The experiment was started with a special
initial phase distribution, in which some of the oscillators were synchronized. (a) A snapshot of
the phase of each oscillator at t = 300 s. (b) The local order parameter R as a function of time.
(c) Period of each oscillator at 25 different times. (d) Power spectra of oscillators indexed j = 11,
15, and 23. The insert shows an expanded view of oscillator j = 11.
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chronized oscillators, the phase separation of oscillators increases with distance from the central
oscillator. This gives the synchronized group a characteristic ‘concave’ shape, as shown in Figure
5.6(a).
Oscillators indexed j = 1 − 51 and j = 84 − 90 form the PD group, as shown in Figures
5.6(a) and 5.6(b). In Figure 5.6(b), we see that the oscillators have approximately the same
period as their natural period of 41. The asynchronous oscillators, j = 51 − 61 and j = 76 − 83,
exist between the PD and synchronized groups. The asynchronous oscillators interact with the
neighboring asynchronous oscillators, the PD oscillators, and the synchronized group, which all
have different frequencies. As a result of the perturbations from these encounters, the oscillators
exhibit a distribution of periods, as shown in Figure 5.6(b). The scattered points in the next return
map of periods of oscillator j = 58, shown in Figure 5.6(c), indicate aperiodic behavior. Oscillators
closer to the synchronized group are sometimes entrained by the group. If the synchronized group
drifts away, the oscillators closer to the PD group oscillate with their natural frequency. Plots
of the period evolution of these oscillators have domains of periodic and aperiodic behavior. The
behavior is summarized in Figure 5.6(d) for an interval of 1000 consecutive periods. The time
series in Figure 5.6(e) shows the entrained neighboring oscillators j = 58 (green) and j = 59 (blue)
drifting away from a synchronized group oscillator, j = 15 (red).
The power spectra in Figure 5.7 shows a spread of frequencies ranging from the autonomous
frequency through to the synchronized group frequency. The synchronized oscillators have a higher
frequency than the other oscillators. The power spectra confirms the intermittent entrainment of
oscillator j = 58 by the synchronized group.
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Figure 5.6. Model simulation with 90 homogeneous BZ oscillators. The simulation was started
with a random initial phase distribution (a) A snapshot of the phase of each oscillator at time
2.9×105. (b) The corresponding scatter plot for 500 periods of each oscillator. (c) The next return
period map of oscillator indexed j = 58 exhibiting asynchronous behavior. (d) The percentage of
the sampled 1000 periods each oscillator exhibits as synchronized (red), phase dispersed (blue),
and aperiodic behavior (green). (e) Time series of 3 oscillators indexed j = 58 (green), 59 (blue),
and 75 (red).
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Figure 5.7. Power spectra of three oscillators; (a) j = 10 from the phase dispersed group (green),
(b) j = 58 from the asynchronous group (red), and (c) j = 75 from the synchronized group (blue).
5.4.3.3 Chimera States in Heterogeneous Chemical Oscillators
In Chapter 4, we studied chimera states in a group of 40 oscillators. Here, we analyze chimera
state behavior in a larger group of 90 oscillators. The oscillators have a distribution in their natural
period of 41 ± 2.1. In Figure 5.8(a), the snapshot of the phase of each oscillator at t = 9.0 × 104
shows a phase wave (PW) structure formed by oscillators j = 3 − 18, a synchronized group
j = 61 − 80, and the asychronous oscillators. Phase waves were reported in experimental and
simulation systems of heterogeneous oscillators [5] and have been discussed in Chapter 4. The
period of the PW oscillators is less than the average natural period of the uncoupled oscillators;
however, it is greater than that of the synchronized group, as shown in Figures 5.8(b) and (c).
A scatter plot of 500 periods of each oscillator shows a distribution of periods for asynchronous
oscillators and overlaying plots for the PW and synchronized oscillators. In the homogeneous
system, the oscillators closer to the synchronized oscillators were sometimes entrained by the
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Figure 5.8. Model simulation with 90 heterogeneous BZ oscillators. The simulation was started
with a random initial phase distribution (a) A snapshot of the phase of each oscillator at t =
9.0 × 104. (b) A scatter plot of 500 consecutive periods of each oscillator. (c) The distribution
of 500 periods for oscillators exhibiting synchronized (red), phase wave (green), and aperiodic
behavior (blue) indexed j = 10, 45, and 75, respectively. (d) The next return map of oscillator
indexed j = 58.
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group. In contrast, Figure 5.8(c) shows that the oscillators near the synchronized group are not
always entrained by the synchronized group in heterogeneous systems. This was also observed in
experiments, for example, oscillator j = 11 in Figure 5.5(d). Although size fluctuations occur as in
homogeneous systems, the synchronized behavior in heterogeneous systems does not meander as
much as in identical oscillators. Figure 5.8(d) shows a next return map of the period evolution of
oscillator j = 45. The scattered points indicate aperiodic behavior of the oscillator. The aperiodic
oscillators generally have broader distributions of periods in heterogeneous systems compared to the
homogeneous systems. The time series of oscillators exhibiting different behaviors were analyzed
using Fourier transforms and the power spectra are shown in Figure 5.9. As in the experiments and
earlier simulations, the in-phase synchronized oscillators have a higher frequency compared to the
synchronized phase-wave, as shown in Figure 5.9(a). The spectra also confirm the synchronized
behavior within the phase wave. The power spectrum in Figure 5.9(b) shows a spread of frequencies
in the region of the dorminant frequency of oscillator j = 43. This is due to the aperiodic behavior
of the oscillator.
5.4.3.4 Phase-Cluster Chimera States
Phase-cluster chimera states are composed of synchronized groups of oscillators separated by
asynchronous group of oscillators. Classical chimera states have only one synchronized subgroup
coexisting with an asynchronous subgroup. In simulations, phase-cluster chimera states were found
with 0.3 ≤ κ ≤ 0.5. The oscillators separating the synchronized groups interact with the out-of-
phase clusters and asynchronous neighbors. Figure 5.10(a) shows a 2-phase-cluster chimera state
with asynchronous oscillators indexed j = 9−13 and j = 29−35. The size of the clusters fluctuate
with time, as the synchronized oscillators recruit neighbors or lose the end oscillators. In Figure
5.10(b), the size of the incoherent group (j = 9 − 13) is reduced for 0 ≤t ≤ 60, as the oscillators
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Figure 5.9. Power spectra of the Fourier transforms of the time series. (a) Spectra of phase wave
oscillator indexed j = 10 (red) and synchronized group oscillator j = 70 (green). (b) Oscillator
j = 43 exhibiting asynchronous behavior.
are recruited by the synchronized groups. The asynchronous group j = 29−35 then grows as more
oscillators drift from the clusters. These asymmetric size fluctuations of the synchronized region
cause irregular drifting of the synchronized behavior, as observed in Figure 5.10(d). The phase
drifting oscillators have longer mean periods than the synchronized oscillators, as shown in Figure
5.10(c). For this reason, a plot of the mean period is capable of distinguishing the phase-cluster
chimera from synchronized phase clusters, which have approximately the same period. The plot of
the mean period as a function of oscillator index exhibits the expected chimera signature found in
many studies. In Figure 5.10(d), the local order parameter shows the meandering and persistence
of the behavior.
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Figure 5.10. Phase-cluster chimera state observed in model simulations of 40 coupled heteroge-
neous BZ oscillators in a ring configuration, with n = 10, κ = 0.4, K ′ = 6.3 × 10−5, τ = 35.0,
and φ0 = 1.6 × 10−4. The simulation was started with a random initial phase distribution. (a)
Snapshot showing the phase of each oscillator at t = 1.80× 102. (b) Phase of each oscillator as a
function of time. (c) Mean period as function of oscillator index. (d) Local order parameter R as
a function of time, with m = 3.
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5.4.4 Periodic States
5.4.4.1 Phase Slip
Phase slip behavior is characterized by oscillators periodically slipping from their clusters [18].
Figure 5.11(a) shows a snapshot of the slipping behavior of oscillators j = 15, 16, 35, 36, 55, 56,
75, and 76. In panel 5.11(b), we see all of the oscillators entrained by the synchronized clusters for
t = 0− 30. For t =30 - 75, the oscillators go through the phase slipping cycle. The encounters of
these slipping oscillators with the out-of-phase synchronized clusters cause period variations. The
variations include phase advancement and delay. Phase delay results in longer periods and phase
advancement in shorter periods. In Figure 5.11(c) (lower panel), we see that the oscillator is phase
delayed as it slips from the group, which gives the first large peak. As it ‘slips’, it encounters
the neighboring cluster, which causes a second phase delay. The magnitude of the second phase
delay is generally smaller than the earlier delay response. When oscillator j = 15 (lower panel)
becomes phase delayed, the neghboring oscillator j = 14 (upper panel) becomes phase advanced
by a smaller magnitude. The oscillator is advanced more by the second pertubation, which phase
advances oscillator j = 15 toward the synchronized group. The period versus time plot shows a
repeating pattern of an 11-period cycle. The oscillators involved in phase-slipping behavior have
longer average periods, as is shown in Figure 5.11(d). In this example, the phase drifting oscillators
do not spend a significant amount of time with the neighboring cluster during their 11-period cycle.
In some examples, including in heterogeneous systems, the drifting oscillators are entrained by the
neigboring cluster for at least 3 periods. Since these exhibit a temporary switch of clusters, we
have categorized the phenomenon as switching behavior, which is discussed in the next section.
Phase slipping behavior occurs as an intermediate behavior between switchers and fully syn-
chronized clusters. Phase slipping usually occurs in systems with a few drifting oscillators. In
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switchers and phase-cluster chimera states, the phase drifting oscillators have distributions in
their periods and their average periods are longer compared to that of the synchronized oscilla-
tors. Using the example in Figure 5.11(c), we were able to demonstrate the periodicity of the
phase slipping oscillators. The oscillators exhibit high periodicity and have longer mean periods
similar to those of asynchronous oscillators in chimera states. The plots of the mean period of
the phase-cluster chimera shown in Figure 5.10(c) and phase slipping system in Figure 5.11(d)
show a similar chimera signature [1, 2]; however, analysis of individual oscillator behavior revealed
the coexistence of a high periodicity and synchronized groups of oscillators in the phase slipping
system.
5.4.4.2 Switching Behavior
Switchers occur in systems with more than one cluster, where some oscillators switch between
neighboring clusters. Switchers were reported in earlier studies of globally coupled populations
of chemical oscillators [19, 20]. We observed two types of switching behavior in populations of
nonlocally coupled homogeneous and heterogeneous oscillators, periodic and aperiodic switching.
Periodic switching is similar to phase slipping but typically involves drifting oscillators being
entrained by the neighboring clusters for more than a period. Aperiodic switching is related to
phase-cluster chimera states. In most examples, switching behavior is observed between out-of-
phase clusters, as illustrated in Figure 5.12. The snapshot in Figure 5.12(a) shows phases of
oscillators in a heterogeneous system exhibiting periodic switching behavior between clusters. The
phase and local order parameter as a function of time are shown in Figures 5.12 (b) and 5.12(c),
respectively. The switching oscillators are indexed j = 14 and 38. Switching behavior was also
observed in homogeneous systems.
Another type of periodic switching between an in-phase cluster and a phase wave was observed
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Figure 5.11. Simulation with 80 homogeneous BZ oscillators. (a) Snapshot of the phase of each
oscillator showing phase-slip behavior at time t = 1.7 × 104. (b) Phase as a function of time of
each oscillator. (c) The period evolution of the oscillators; j = 14 (top panel) and j = 15 (lower
panel). (d) The average period as a function of time.
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Figure 5.12. Simulation with 40 heterogeneous BZ oscillators. (a) Snapshot of the phase of each
oscillator at time t = 1.9 × 104. (b) Phase of each oscillator as a function of time. (c) The local
order parameter R as a function of time.
in simulations of 40 heterogeneous oscillators. Figure 5.13 shows a synchronized group next to a
phase wave group of oscillators. In Figure 5.13(a), oscillators j = 1− 16 and j = 32− 40 form the
synchronized group, while j = 18− 23 and j = 24− 27 form phase waves. Oscillators j = 17− 18
and j = 28 − 31 show a distribution of periods due to encounters with neighbors with different
frequencies. The histogram in Figure 5.13(b) is a summary of the distribution of 500 periods of
oscillator j = 18, which shows 3 subgroups, indicating the time the oscillator is entrained by the
in-phase group, phase wave and switching between the groups. The insert in Figure 5.13(b) shows
a time series of the period of oscillator j = 18. The switching occurs over a 10 period cycle. The
regular repeating pattern of period variations with time and the next return map in Figure 5.13(c)
confirm the periodicity of the switching behavior. The behavior persisted for at least 104 periods,
suggesting that it is a stable behavior. Figure 5.13(d) shows a repeating pattern in the local order
parameter for a length of time equivalent to 103 oscillation periods. The oscillators j = 15−19 and
j = 28−33 have local order parameter values that oscillate in time. Analysis of other systems with
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similar coexisting subgroups revealed that the periodic switching behavior is lost with increasing
number of oscillators between the phase wave and the in-phase synchronized group, which was
also demonstrated in Figure 5.8. This suggests that periodic behavior is more likely to occur in
smaller group systems. The behavior discussed here has a chimera-like mean frequency signature
although we have demonstrated periodicity of the switchers.
In the experiment shown in Figure 4.3, the periodic switching was not clear. This may be a
result of the phase wave and synchronized groups not coexisting sufficiently long to see a repeating
pattern. The phase waves often collapsed to a synchronized group over a long period of time in
both simulations and experiments.
5.4.5 Drifting Phase-Cluster Chimera State (DPCS)
We carried out numerical investigations of the stability of the chimera states with 40 ho-
mogeneous oscillators by extending the simulations to 2000 oscillation periods. The simulation
parameters used are κ = 0.4 and ρ = 10. Chimera states with one, two or three regions of coher-
ent behavior (phase-clusters) were found. Local order parameter analysis of the 3-phase-cluster
chimera revealed stable drifting of these coherent-incoherent patterns around the ring configura-
tion. We investigated the occurrence and stability of the drifting phase-cluster chimera state by
carrying out simulations for 104 oscillation periods using special initial phase distributions. The
results from 200 realizations are summarized in Figure 5.14. Only one realization had the chimera
state collapsing to a fully synchronized state. The results show multistability of the n-phase cluster
chimera states (n = 1, 2, 3) and the fully synchronized state.
In most of the simulations, the classical chimera persisted for the duration of the simulation. A
2-cluster chimera state was observed in 58 realizations. The second and third clusters were oftenly
formed through bifurcations of the existing synchronized group. Ocassionally a cluster was sponta-
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Figure 5.13. Model simulations of 40 coupled heterogeneous BZ oscillators in a ring configuration,
with n = 10, κ = 0.4, K ′ = 6.3× 10−5, τ = 35.0, and φ0 = 1.6× 10−4. The simulation was started
with a random initial phase distribution. (a) Snapshot showing the phase of each oscillator at
t = 4.5 × 105. (b) The distribution of 500 periods of oscillator j = 18. (c) Next return map of a
periodically switching oscillator j = 18. (d) Local order parameter R as a function of time, with
m = 3.
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Figure 5.14. Distribution of phase-cluster chimera states from 200 realizations.
neously formed in a separate region. All 3-phase-cluster chimera states exhibited drifting patterns,
which lasted for the duration of the experiment and drifted with an approximately constant linear
velocity. Each oscillator exhibits time dependent periodic or aperiodic oscillations, which give rise
to an oscillating local order parameter in time. Similar drifting patterns were observed in studies
with the strongly coupled, nonlocal complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (NLCGLE) [14]. In [14],
amplitude variations were considered due to strong coupling. In this system, we see the behavior
with the same parameters as was used in examining other chimera behavior.
We studied the behavior for increasing N while keeping κ and ρ constant. DPCS were found
in systems of up to 90 oscillators. Figure 5.15 shows a simulation initiated from a random phase
distribution, which later exhibits DPCS behavior. A synchronized group of oscillators was sponta-
neously formed after 3000 time steps, and oscillators were recruited to this group. The cluster was
made up of 13± 2 oscillators with small size fluctuations. Second, third, and fourth clusters were
formed through bifurcations of one of the existing clusters, as shown in Figure 5.15(a). The time
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Figure 5.15. Model simulations of 90 coupled identical BZ oscillators. (a) Local order parameter
R as a function of time. (b) Snapshot of the phase of each oscillator at four different times
t = 3.0× 103, 4.0× 103, 2.0× 104, and 3.2× 104. (c) Scatter plot of each oscillator for 500 periods
at four different time intervals. Simulations are initiated with a random initial phase distribution
and were carried out for 104 oscillation periods.
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interval between these new cluster formations varied from one bifurcation to the next and also from
simulation to simulation. In this example, the four cluster system existed for an extended period
of time before a bifurcation leading to formation of the fifth cluster occurred. The formation of the
fifth cluster initiated the drift phenomenon. Figure 5.15(b)(i) - (iv) shows snapshots of the phase of
each oscillator at four different times corresponding to the stages in Figure 5.15(a). Figure 5.15(c)
shows scatter plots of 500 periods. The oscillators started with approximately the same period, as
shown in Figure 5.15(c)(i). The synchronized group has a shorter period and the oscillators close
to this group exhibit distributions of periods (see Figure 5.15(c)(ii)). The four clusters have ap-
proximately the same period and the oscillators between them show distributions in their periods.
The clusters are arranged in pairs, which are pi out of phase with each other. Formation of the fifth
cluster causes phase adjustments, and this initiates drifting of the coherent-incoherent patterns
with evenly distributed clusters. In the DPCS, the oscillators have approximately the same mean
period. The behavior was observed in populations of 40 - 90 oscillators, with number of clusters
formed increasing with N. There was no evidence of drifting behavior in 4-cluster chimera states,
which were formed with N ≥ 70. DPCS with different occupancies and/or number of clusters can
be observed with different values of κ and ρ.
The variation of the linear velocity as a function of N is shown in Figure 5.16. The linear
velocity was calculated in units of number of oscillators per period using the equation,
Linear velocity =
N × Tosc
Tdrift
(5.1)
where Tosc is the period of the synchronized group and Tdrift is the time it takes for a cluster to
drift around the ring. The linear velocity decreases with N, with more time required for the wave
to make a complete cycle around the ring configuration with increasing N.
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Figure 5.16. Linear velocity as a function of group size N.
5.5 Summary
Analysis of chimera states in both experiments and simulations confirmed the presence of coex-
isting subpopulations of oscillators exhibiting synchronous and asynchronous oscillations. From the
discussion on homogeneous oscillators, we find that oscillators can phase lock in a phase dispersed
state, thus making the phase distribution in a phase snapshot insufficient to characterize chimera
behavior. Additional information about the aperiodic behavior of the oscillators was obtained from
using scatter plots, next return maps, and Fourier transforms. Phase slipping and cluster switching
behaviors have similar average period profiles as some phase-cluster chimera states in chemical os-
cillators [5] and phase oscillators [10], as well as multi-chimera states in FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN)
and Hindmarsh-Rose (HR) neuron models [8]. However, the period evolution as a function of time
revealed that the switching oscillators exhibit periodic behavior, which could not be detected with
plots of the mean period.
Early studies on chimera states emphasized the dependence of chimera behavior on the initial
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phase distribution [17, 21]. With 40 homogeneous oscillators, with κ = 0.4, the probability of
finding a chimera state increased significantly when the system was started from special initial
conditions compared to a random initial phase distribution. With heterogeneous oscillators, there
was no significant difference in finding chimera states; however, using special initial conditions
increased the likelihood of collapse to a fully synchronized state. This is consistent with the
transient nature of chimera states reported in earlier studies [6, 22]. The drifting phase-cluster
chimera states existed for as long as the duration of the simulations (104 periods).
In most phase-cluster chimera studies, the clusters have the same frequency. Recent studies by
Yun et. al [23] revealed that clusters may have different frequencies in the presence of an external
potential. Observations of states with more complex relations of coexisting subgroups will require
new methods of characterizing these states.
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